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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates the differential role of investor sentiment on the value 
relevance of book value versus earnings. I predict and find that the value relevance of 
book value is higher during low sentiment relative to high sentiment periods, and 
conversely that the value relevance of earnings is higher during high sentiment relative to 
low sentiment periods. These findings are consistent wi th investors-when 
optimistic-placing a higher weight on earnings, which represent an accounting proxy 
more indicative of future performance, whereas investors-when pessimistic-placing a 
higher weight on book value, which represents an accounting proxy (given historical cost 
conventions) that is more indicative of current value. Additional analyses suggest that 
this sentiment effect is more pronounced for book value components that are closely 
related to abandonment value, and for earnings components that have strong indication of 
future earnings (specifically, permanent earnings). Results are also robust to alternative 
measures of investor sentiment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
' This paper investigates the differential impact of investors' sentiment on the value 
relevance of accounting components: in particular, book value versus earnings. 
Specifically, I examine how sentiment affects the allocation of investors' attention, and 
thus weighting, among these two accounting components. Prior sentiment literature in 
finance and accounting reveals that investor sentiment affects how accounting 
information is incorporated into stock prices; generally, this literature finds that the 
market places an optimistic valuation on earnings during high sentiment periods, and a 
pessimistic valuation on earnings during low sentiment periods (e.g. , Brown et al. 2012; 
Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). However, these studies assume that sentiment has a 
similar directional impact on the valuation across accounting components. I build upon 
these prior studies by positing that sentiment has a different impact on the valuation of 
book value versus earnings, as these components have different economic implications. 
Specifically, book value provides a conservative measure of the firm 's current 
value, such as the abandonment value (e.g. , Burgstahler and Dichev 1997; Collins et al. 
1999). In contrast, earnings is likely to persist into the future and thus provides 
information about expected future earnings (e.g., Ball and Watts 1972; Lev 1983; Collins 
and Kothari 1989). Accordingly, I predict that when investors are optimistic, they tend to 
be more forward looking; this will lead them to place a relatively higher weight on 
accounting constructs indicative of the firm ' s future performance-specifically, earnings. 
In contrast, I predict that when investors are pessimistic, they tend to be more 
conservative; this will lead them to place a relatively higher weight on accounting 
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constructs indicative of the firm's current or even abandonment value-specifically, book 
value. Consequently, I expect that the value relevance of book value is higher during low 
sentiment periods, while the value relevance of earnings is higher during high sentiment 
periods. 
Empirical results confirm both predictions. Using a cross-section of firms 
spanning 1965-2010, I find that book value is more value relevant in low sentiment 
periods relative to high sentiment periods, while earnings is more value relevant in high 
sentiment periods relative to low sentiment periods. Following recent literature, I 
measure sentiment using the index from Baker and Wurgler (2006). These results are 
consistent with investors-during periods of pessimism-placing a greater weight upon 
book value, which I use to proxy as an accounting signal of current valuation (due to, for 
example, general accounting requirements such as the historical cost convention). These 
results are also consistent with investors-during periods of optimism-placing a greater 
weight upon earnings, which I use to proxy as an accounting signal of future firm 
performance. 
In further analyses, I find that the above book value effects are strongest for the 
component of book value that reflects abandonment value, consistent with Collins et al. 
( 1999). I also find that the above earnings effects are strongest for the component of 
earnings- permanent earnings-most likely to reflect future firm performance. Results 
are also robust to an alternative measure of sentiment: the University of Michigan 
Consumer Sentiment, as well as subsample analyses within firm size quartiles to better 
control for scale effects. 
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Overall, this paper makes three contributions. First, prior studies of investor 
sentiment find that investors overvalue accounting components during high sentiment 
periods and undervalue them during low sentiment period (Neal and Wheatley 1998; 
Brown and Cliff2005; Gerard et al. 2009; Livnat and Petrovits 2009; Brown et al. 2012; 
Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). I build upon these studies by documenting that 
investors value book value versus earnings differently depending on whether they are 
optimistic or pessimistic about the overall market performance. Second, prior sentiment 
literature focuses on the impact of sentiment on the pricing of earnings and accruals 
(Livnat and Petrovits 2009; Ali and Guran 2009; Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). 
This paper, by examining book value, provides a unique insight owing to the latter's 
implication for abandonment value. Third, this paper extends value relevance studies by 
showing that the relevance of book value and earnings fluctuates with sentiment level, 
but that that direction of the value relevance differs depending on the nature of the 
sentiment. 
Section 2 describes the background. Section 3 presents the hypothesis 
development. Section 4 presents the research design. Section 5 presents the sample 
selection and descriptive analyses. Section 6 shows the empirical results. Section 7 
discusses additional analyses regarding the effect of sentiment on the subcomponents of 
book value and earnings. Section 8 presents sensitivity analyses. Section 9 concludes. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 Sentiment Literature 
2.1.1 The Definition of Investor Sentiment 
A lot of finance literature has shown that observed stock price deviates from 
underlying value. In other words, systematic risk is not a complete explanation for the 
change of stock price (Siegel (1992), Lee et al. (1999), Bakshi and Chen (2001)). There 
are a lot of debates about the factors that driven the pricing bias. One explanation which 
is commonly used by behavior financial literature is existence of investor sentiment. 
Cunent literature has not reach a consensus on the definition of investor sentiment. 
Most studies in this area give out their owner description of investor sentiment. One 
possible definition of investor sentiment is the optimism or pessimism about stocks in 
general, or noisy investor' s rnisperception of firm value based on financial information. 
As the "noise trader" theories of Zweig (1973), Black (1986) and DeLong et al. (1990a) 
suggest, market is composed by both fundamentalists and "noise traders". As a group, the 
fundamentalists have unbiased expectations of the asset's fundamental value. In contrast, 
the noise traders' expectations are not fully based on financial information and thus 
biased away from the fundamental value. In other words, noise traders' expectations 
about asset value are affected by their sentiment: they overestimate the asset value at 
some period and underestimate them in others. Since the two groups attach different 
values to the asset, the market price will be a weighted average differing from the 
intrinsic value. No clear consensus exists on where the valuation bias, or sentiment, 
comes from. The valuation bias may be caused by many reasons. For example, noise 
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traders cannot fully interpret some information; they incorrectly include irrelevance 
information into the valuation of firm; or they have a collective mix of cognitive and 
emotional biases (Shiller (2000), Nofsinger (2005)). 
If fundamentalists can react to value deviation by engaging in cost-free arbitrages, 
then the price will be pushed back to the underlying value. However, the power of 
arbitrage may be limited for some reasons. A body of theoretical and empirical research 
shows that arbitrage tends to be risky and costly1 so that fundamentalists will choose not 
to fully restore prices to underlying values. Consequently, investor sentiment will push 
the market value away from underlying value on a consistent basis. 
The noise trader sentiments may be diversified and thus able to offset each other if 
different noise traders behave randomly. However, this is not the case in reality. Some 
empirical studies show that noise traders are inherently attracted by stocks with some 
specific characteristics and they tend to bias in the same direction2• Therefore, given that 
the stocks affected by investor sentiment are closely correlated and the biases are in the 
same direction, the valuation bias that created by investor sentiment cannot be 
diversified. 
1 Firstly, arbitrage is risky for fundamentalists because the deviations from the underlying value 
could increase ifthe noise traders ' sentiment is strong and persistent (Wurgler and Zhuravskaya 
(2002)). Secondly, some types of firms, such as young, small, unprofitable and distressed firms, 
tend to be more costly to trade and sometimes more difficult to short (Amihud (1986), D' Avolio 
(2002), Geczy, Musto, and Reed (2002), Jones and Lamont (2002)). 
2 Malkiel (1990) and Brown (1991) document anecdotal evidence of high sentiment for small, 
young, growth stocks in year 1961. Baker et al. (2006) shows that young, small, unprofitable, 
extreme growth and distressed stocks are more attractive to noise traders and thus affected by 
investor sentiment to a larger extend. In addition, Baker and Wurgler (2006) also shows investor 
sentiment affects these stocks ' valuation in the same direction. For instance, when sentiment is 
low, stocks that are heavily subjective to sentiment, including small, young, high volatility, 
unprofitable, non-dividend-paying, extreme growth and distressed stocks, are undervalue in 
general. 
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Although investor sentiment may seem as an abstract idea, a lot of research in 
psychology supports this idea by showing that sentiment causes subjectivity in 
interpreting information and thus affects people's decision making. Tversky and 
Kahneman (1974) conduct experiment and show that individuals view events as typical 
or representative of some specific class and ignore the laws of probability. This finding 
suggests that, in stock market, investors might project stock price based on a history of 
consistent price growth or drop but fail to fully incorporate new information into 
consideration. Sentiment also relates to another psychology theory, namely conservatism. 
Conservatism states that individuals change their prior beliefs slowly in the face of new 
evidence. For instance, if individuals have a positive prior belief and then receive a piece 
of negative information, they will change their belief in the negative direction but by too 
little in magnitude relative to the information content of the negative new information. 
Conservatism is extremely explanatory to noise traders' underreaction to news. Noise 
traders who are subject to conservatism may neglect the full information content of new 
earnings surprise because they believe that the new information contains a large 
temporary component, and thus may still stick to their prior beliefs. In addition, Lord, 
Ross, and Lepper (1979) also find that people who hold strong opinions on complex 
social issues are likely to examine relevant empirical evidence in a biased manner. They 
are apt to accept "confirming" evidence at face value while subjecting "disconfirming" 
evidence to critical evaluation (Lord, Ross, and Lepper (1979), Nisbett and Ross (1980)), 
Fiske and Taylor (1991)). 
Anecdotal evidence also suggests the existence of investor sentiment. Baker and 
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Wurgler (2006) summarize bubbles and crashes in US stock market since 1960s and find 
that sentiment causes systematic patterns ofmispricing. For instance, high sentiment 
leads to overoptimistic during 1968-69 electronics bubble, the biotech bubble ofthe early 
1980s and the dotcom bubble ofthe late 1990s. Alternatively, sentiment was low after the 
1961 crash of growth stocks, in the mid 1970s with the oil embargo, and of course in the 
crash of 2008, resulting in a depressed stock market for years. 
Taken together, all of these evidences suggest that systematic risk is not a complete 
explanation for the change of stock price. Instead, investor sentiment, optimism or 
pessimism about firm's value, affects investors' decision making and thus leads to biased 
assessment of firm value on a consistent basis. 
2.1.2 The Impact of Investor Sentiment on Stock Market Reaction 
Investor sentiment has significant impact on market perception of information. 
From psychological perspective, as general, sentiment may affect people's decision 
making. Several studies (Edwards (1968), Lord, Ross, and Lepper (1979), Nisbett and 
Ross (1980), Fiske and Taylor (1991)) in psychology argue that people overweight 
information that is consistent with their existing beliefs, are prone to gather information 
that supports these beliefs, and readily dismiss information that does not. In other words, 
people are apt to accept "confirming" evidence at face value while subjecting 
"disconfirming" evidence at discount evaluation. 
Consistent with evidence provided by psychology literature, a body of studies in 
behavioral finance also demonstrates that investor's confidence or sentiment is a key 
input into investors' perception of information. Several studies in finance show that 
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investor's sentiment has import role on trading activities. By using US household trading 
data, Barber and Odean (1998), Odean (1998) and Barber and Odean (2001) find that u. 
Kothari and Shanken (1997) find that investors' confidence affects their interpretation of 
data. Neal and Wheatley (1998) find that investor sentiment measures could predict the 
returns on stocks held predominantly by individual investors. Brown et al. (2005) and 
Kaplanski et al. (20 1 0) provide evidence that negative sentiment driven by bad mood 
and anxiety affects investment decisions and may hence affect asset pricing. Baker et al. 
(2006) find that investor sentiment affects the cross-section of stock returns. The results 
show that when the beginning-of-period of sentiment are low, subsequent returns are 
relatively high for small stocks, young stocks, high volatility stocks, unprofitable stocks, 
non-dividend-paying stocks, extreme growth stocks, and distressed stocks. In contrast, 
when sentiment is high, these stocks tend to earn relatively low subsequent returns. 
Recently, accounting studies also show evidence that the investor sentiment affects 
the process by which stock prices incorporate accounting information. Specifically, these 
studies show that investor sentiment may have impact on the market's interpretation of 
financial disclosure. In ~eneral, all of these evidences suggest that when investor 
sentiment increases, the valuation of earnings and accrual increase. Several research 
suggests that market place optimistic valuations on earnings during periods of high 
sentiment and place pessimistic valuation on earnings during periods of low sentiment 
(Gerard et al. (2009), Livnat and Petrovits (2009), Brown et al.(2012), Mian and 
Sankaraguruswamy (2012)). Similarly, Livnat and Petrovits (2009) also find that the 
valuation of accrual is lower in pessimistic period and higher in optimistic period and the 
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valuation eventually reverts in the following period. All of these evidences are consistent 
with the psychology argument that investors initially over-(under-) react to earnings or 
accruals information which contradicts (confirms) their overall sentiment. 
Although prior literature has found that investor sentiment affect the valuation of 
earnings and accruals components per se, however, we know very little about whether 
and how investor sentiment affect the weights of attention that placed across accounting 
components. In other words, there is little evidence about how investor sentiment affects 
the relative usefulness of accounting information. Since accounting components are very 
different in various attributes, such as their economics implication, underlying 
uncertainty and reliability, I expect that investor sentiment has stronger impact on some 
components than on others. That is, investor sentiment affects how investors allocate 
their attention on financial statements and thus affect the relative importance of 
accounting information. 
2.2 Value Relevance Literature 
In literature, an accounting numbers is said to have a value relevant if it affects 
the market value of equity (Amir et al, 1993). In other words, a value relevant accounting 
number reflects the information that relevant to investors in valuing a firm and is reliably 
measured to be reflected in stock prices. This stream of literature is expanded by the 
study of Ohlson (1995) and Feltham and Ohlson (1995, 1996) which exam the value 
relevance of book value of equity and accounting earnings. 
Book value and earnings have different implication on the market value of equity. 
Earnings is a good indicator of future performance because accrual accounting system 
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provides a better expectation about future cash flows (Dechow, 1994; Biddle et al., 1995; 
Sloan, 1996) while book value represents the conservative estimation of current firm 
value. However, the value relevance of earnings has declined over the past fourty years 
due to the change in the economic environment and firm specific characteristics (Collins 
et al., 1999; Francis and Schipper, 1999). Generally, the changes in value relevance of 
book value and earnings can be explaned by the follow reasons (Hayn, 1995;, Amir and 
Lev 1996; Elliot and Hanna, 1996; Basu, 1997; Burgstahler and Dichev, 1997; Collins et 
al., 1997; Barth et al., 1998; Collins et al., 1999): (1) the increased importance of service 
and technology firms which heavily invest in intangibles; (2) the increasing frequency 
and magnitude of nonrecurring items; (3) the incidence of negative earnings; and (4) the 
growing number of small firms. 
For instance, Basu (1997), Elliott and Hanna (1996), and Hayn (1995) finds that 
the relationship between stock price and earnings for loss firms is much weaker than the 
one for profit firms. Similarly, Collins et al. (1997) also reports the shift in value-
relevance from earnings to book values and attributes it to negative earnings, one-time 
items and the increase of intangible assets. These studies also find that firms become 
increasingly likely to report negative earnings and one-time items, which further explains 
the decline in the value-relevance of earnings across time. Barth et al. ( 1998) find that the 
value relevance ofbook value (net income) increases (decreases) as financial health 
decreases. They argue that poor financial health raises the concern of liquidation and 
default, so the balance sheet increases in importance for equity valuation as income 
statement decreases in importance for equity valuation. 
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Overall, the value relevance literature assesses the usefulness of financial 
information for investors by using the statistical association between accounting data and 
stock market value. In addition, evidences generally show that the value relevance and 
incre111ental information content of book values and earnings differ fundamentally 
between firms with different characteristics. 
3. HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
Prior literature in psychology suggests that sentiment may affect people's decision 
making. For instance, several studies (Edwards 1968; Lord, Ross, and Lepper 1979; 
Nisbett and Ross 1980; Fiske and Taylor 1991) argue that people overweight information 
that is consistent with their existing beliefs, are prone to gather information that supports 
these beliefs, and readily dismiss information that does not. 
Consistent with this evidence, a body of studies in behavioral finance 
demonstrates that investor sentiment is a key input into investors' valuation of 
information. These studies find that overconfidence leads to overestimates of stock value 
and aggressive trading, while negative sentiment affects asset pricing negatively (Odean 
1998; Barber and Odean 2001 ; Brown et al. 2005; Kaplanski et al. 2010). 
Recently, accounting studies also show evidence that investor sentiment affects 
how accounting information is incorporated into stock prices. These studies show that 
investor sentiment can impact the market's interpretation of financial disclosures. For 
example, research suggests that the equity market places optimistic valuations on 
earnings during periods of high sentiment, and pessimistic valuation on earnings during 
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periods of low sentiment (Gerard et al. 2009; Livnat and Petrovits 2009; Brown et al. 
2012; Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). Similarly, Livnat and Petrovits (2009) find 
that the valuation of accruals is lower in pessimistic period and higher in optimistic 
periods, and the valuation eventually reverts in the following period. This evidence is 
consistent with the psychology argument that investors over- (under-) react to 
information which confirms (contradicts) their overall sentiment. 
Critically, none of these studies proposes nor distinguishes for unique effects 
across the balance sheet and income statements. They generally assume that all 
accounting components are affected by investor sentiment in a similar (directional) 
manner. However, if accounting components differ in their underlying economic 
implications (and thus how they map into valuation), sentiment may differentially impact 
the valuation of these different components. Instead of increasing or lowering the 
valuation of all accounting components in the same manner, sentiment can change the 
relative weights allocated to each component. In other words, investors perceive some 
accounting information to be more relevant than others under different levels of 
sentiment. 
Accordingly, I investigate the sentiment effect on the value relevance of book 
value and earnings. Although market value of equity is determined by both (e.g., Ohlson 
1995), book value and earnings have very different economic implications. Since Ball 
and Brown (1968), an extensive number of accounting literature has shown that earnings 
have predictive power for future performance.3 For instance, Sloan (1996) suggests that 
3 For example: Ball and Watts (1972); Albrecht, Lookabill, and McKeown (1977); Watts and 
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the current earnings components persist into the future and thus have explanatory power 
about future earnings. Overall, prior evidence suggests that earnings is a good indicator 
of future earnings, and thus proxies for the finn's future value. In contrast to earnings, 
book value measures assets in place and indicates the value of firm's current resources. 
This is particularly the case when on-balance sheet assets, such as plant, property and 
equipment, must be reported at historical cost (i.e., past transaction-based) values. Under 
more extreme conditions, such as bankruptcy, book value even provides information 
about the abandonment value, which is the value of the firm if it were immediately 
liquidated (Berger et al. 1996; Burgstahler and Dichev 1997; Barth et al. 1998; Collins et 
al. 1999). Restated, when a firm is viewed as a going concern, earnings is a better proxy 
for the firm value relative to book value as it likely better proxies for the firm ' s future 
performance. In contrast, when a firm is experiencing losses or financial distress, book 
value is likely a better proxy for firm value as it provides a conservative estimate of firm 
value, such as (in the worst-case scenario) abandonment value.4 
Accordingly, I expect that investors value accounting information differently, 
depending on whether they are optimistic or pessimistic about the overall market 
performance. When investors are optimistic, they tend to be more forward looking and 
Leftwich (1977); Lev (1983); Bmih et al. (1992); Collins and Kothari (1989); and Finger 
(1994). 
4 The probability distributed between these two states (going concern versus abandonment) is 
determined by the firms' financial condition. For firms with a healthy financial condition, the 
probability of going-concern is high while the probability of bankruptcy is low. Alternatively, 
for firms with financial distress, the chance of falling into bankruptcy and exercising 
abandonment option is high. Therefore, whenever investors access firms' value, they will take 
both going-concern and bankruptcy into consideration, and assign different weights on them 
based on the firms' financial condition. 
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pay more attention to accounting measures that indicate finn's future performance. 
Therefore, earnings is more value relevant during periods of high sentiment relative to 
during the periods of low sentiment. In contrast, when investors are pessimistic, they tend 
to be more conservative and pay more attention to accounting measures that indicate 
firm ' s current value. Hence, I expect that book value is more value relevant during 
periods of low sentiment relative to during the periods of high sentiment, leading to the 
following hypotheses (in alternative form): 
Hypothesis 1A: The value relevance of book value is higher during periods oflow 
sentiment relative to during periods of high sentiment. 
Hypothesis 1B: The value relevance of earnings is higher during periods of high 
sentiment relative to during periods of low sentiment. 
4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.1 Measurement of Sentiment 
Following prior research, the primary analyses measure investor sentiment using the 
sentiment index by Baker and Wurgler (2006) (BW Index hereafter) ; later sensitivity 
analyses alternatively examine the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment 
(Michigan Index hereafter). Both index measure investor sentiment at market level5. To 
make the two indexes more comparable, I scale both sentiment indexes between 0 and 1. 
5 As Baker et al. (2007) note, firm-level sentiment proxies are often confounded by unrelated 
firm-specific factors. By using market level sentiment index, this paper is not confounded by 
other factors that could be correlated with firm-spec ific financial information. 
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BW Index is measured monthly from July 1965 to December 2010, while Michigan Index 
is measured monthly from January 1978 to May 2013. 
4.1.1 Baker and Wurgler Sentiment Index 
Baker and Wurgler's sentiment index is widely used in prior studies of investor 
sentiment. BW Index is a composite index, based on six underlying proxies for investor 
sentiment: closed-end fund discount, NYSE share turnover, number of IPOs, first day 
returns on IPOs, share of equity issues in total debt and equity issues, and dividend 
premium. To reduce the likelihood that this index captures market-wide systematic risk, 
each of the first six measurements is orthogonalized to macroeconomic conditions, 
including growth in the industrial production index, real growth in consumer durables, 
nondurables, and services, growth in employment and an NBER recession indicator 
variable. The BW index is the first principal component of the residuals from the 
preceding six regressions. Baker and Wurgler (2006, 2007) show that this index is 
consistent with historical market bubbles and crashes. Several empirical studies also 
demonstrate that BW Index captures investors' irrationality in pricing or interpreting 
financial information (Rajgopal et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2012; Hribar and Mcinnis 2012; 
Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). 
Graph 1 shows the association between BW Index and S&P 500 Index. The overall 
colTelation between these two indexes is 0.157. As shown by Graph 1, these two indexes 
become more and more colTelated over time. The colTelation in pre-1990 period is 0.232 
while the colTelation in post-1990 periods is 0.421. 
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GRAPH 1 Baker and Wurgler' s Sentiment Index and S&P 500 Index 
4.1.2 University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index 
Michigan index is calculated by the Michigan Consumer Research Center. The 
monthly index is based on household interviews regarding investors' financial well-
being as well as their outlook for the broader economy. Five questions are asked in the 
interview on the following topics: i) the change of personal financial situation in the 
recent one year, ii) the expectation of personal financial situation one year from now, iii) 
the expectation of overall economic and business condition for the next twelve months, 
iv) the expectation of overall economic and business condition for the next five years, v) 
current attitude toward buying major household items6. 
6 Index calculation: "http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/fetchdoc.php?docid=24770" 
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Prior research supports the use of this measure as a proxy of investor sentiment, 
showing that the index is highly correlated with actual investor optimism (Bergman and 
Roychowdhury 2008; Seybert and Yang 2012). For instance, Qiu and Welch (2005) 
compare Michigan Index with several other measurement of investor sentiment and find 
that Michigan Index is correlated strongly positively with UBS/Gallup survey of 
investors' sentiment. 
Graph 2 shows the association between Michigan Index and S&P 500 Index. The 
overall correlation between these two indexes is 0.167. Similarly, the congruity between 
the two indexes increases over time. 
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4. 2 Empirical Model 
To test these hypotheses, I employ the following model to examine the impact of 
investor sentiment on the value relevance of book value and earnings. First, I express 
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market value of equity as a function of these two components (Ohlson 1995). Following 
Collins et al. (1997), the market value is measured three months after fiscal year end. 
This leads to Equation (1): 
(1) 
Second, I add investor sentiment to the valuation model, and investigate the 
incremental impact of sentiment on the value relevance of earnings and book value. I 
assume it likely takes time for sentiment to influence market valuation of information; 
therefore, to align with the measurement of market value, investor sentiment js measured 
as the average sentiment three months before the measurement date of market value, 
which is also the first three months after the fiscal year end. Later, I examine alternative 
temporal measures of these constructs. 
One alternative explanation of my hypotheses is that the changes in the value 
relevance of book value and earnings are driven by the overall market performance, 
which is correlated with investor sentiment. For instance, investors have high (low) 
sentiment and are more forwarding looking (conservative) when the overall market is 
strong (depressed). Therefore, the perceived relationship between sentiment and value 
relevance of earnings (book value) may actually be driven by overall market 
performance. To better control for this potential confound and isolate the sentiment 
effect, I include the cumulative market return measured over the first three months after 
fiscal year end. I also include interaction terms between market return and book value 
and earnings to control for the impact of market performance on the value relevance of 
accounting information. If the market performance affects how investors allocate their 
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attention between book value and earnings, such effect will be captured by coefficients a 7 
and as. This leads to my primary regression model of Equation (2): 
MV;1 = a 0 + a 1BV;t-I + a 2 E ;1 + a 3SENT1 + a 4 BV;1_1 x SENT1 
+ a 5 E;1 x SENT1 + a 6 MKTRET 1 + a 7 BV;1_1 x MKTRET 1 + 
a 8 E il x MKTRET 1 + a 9 x REV+ s it 
(2) 
MV is the market value of equity of firm i three month after fiscal year-end t; B V 
is the book value of equity of firm i at the end of fiscal year t-1; E is the income before 
tax and extraordinary items of firm i at the end of fiscal year t. To measure sentiment 
(SENT), I use the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index. I scale this measure to be 
between 0 and 1 to facilitate interpretation over time. SENT is the average sentiment over 
the first three months after the fiscal year end t. Consistent with Baker and Wurgler 
(2006), higher (lower) values of SENT suggest that investors are optimistic (pessimistic) 
about future market performance. MKTRET is the cumulative market return measured 
over the three months after fiscal year end. 
To test whether the value relevance of book value and earnings varies with the 
prevailing investor sentiment, I create interaction variables by multiplying both book 
value (BV) and earnings (E) with sentiment (SENT) over the first three months after the 
fiscal year end t. If the market believes book value to be more value relevant during low 
sentiment periods, then I expect to find the coefficient on BVxSENT (a4,) to be negative; 
this is my primary test of Hypothesis IA. This would indicate that the equity market 
assigns a higher weight on book value when sentiment is low. If investors believe 
earnings to be more value relevant during high sentiment periods, then I expect the 
coefficient on E xSENT (as) to be positive; this is my primary test of Hypothesis lB. This 
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would indicate that the equity market assigns higher weight on earnings when sentiment 
is high. 
As control variables, I include MKTRET, the cumulative value-weighted market 
return over the three months after the end of fiscal year t. This controls for overall market 
performance, which may be correlated with investor sentiment. If the market 
performance affects how investors allocate their attention between book value and 
earnings, this will be captured by coefficients U7 and as. I also include REV, is the total 
revenue of firm i in year t, to control for scale (Barth and Kallapur 1996). To reduce the 
effect of outliers, both earnings and book value are truncated at the 1% and 99% levels. 
This study argues that book value indicates firm's current value. This is especially 
true for capital-intensive firms, since book value provides a more accurate estimation of 
the value of tangible assets relative to that of intangible assets. Therefore, I expected that, 
as pessimistic investors turn to book value for the indication of cunent firm value, the 
book values of capital-intensive firms will receive more attention relative to that of labor-
intensive firms. In other words, I expect that the sentiment effect is more pronounced for 
firms in capital-intensive industries than in labor-intensive industries. Therefore, besides 
testing the hypotheses by using full sample, I also examine the subsample of firms with 
SIC codes less than 6000. 7 Further, all regressions include year fixed effects and industry 
fixed effects at the one-digit SIC level. 
This study employs an undeflated model with unsealed market value of equity and 
book value of equity for the following reason. Brown et al. (1999) argue that a scale 
7 In other words, I exclude firms in finance, insurance, real estate, service and public 
administration industries. 
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factor such as number of shares outstanding induces a spurious increase in value-
relevance over time. Fmthermore, Batth and Clinch (2009) compare the four 
specifications ofthe Ohlson (1995) model and find that using scale proxies as a deflator, 
such as number of shares or equity book value, can itself induce a bias. In particular, 
when the valuation parameters vary with scale, the undeflated model gives the least bias 
and the highest efficiency. Extant sentiment literature suggests that investor sentiment has 
different impacts on firms with various size. 8 Hence, the sentiment effect on the 
relevance of accounting components, which is captured by parameters in Equation (2), 
may also vary with the firm scale. Therefore, I expect the undeflated Ohlson model will 
give the more accurate and efficient results than other specifications of deflated Ohlson 
model. Following Barth and Kallapur (1996), which argues that including a scale proxy 
as an independent variable is more effective than deflation at mitigating coefficient bias, I 
include total revenue to control for the potential scale effect. In later sensitivity analyses, 
I also re-estimate Equation (2) within size qurutiles to provide an additional control for 
scale; results are unchanged. 
5. SAMPLE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES 
5.1 Sample Selection 
The sample period spans 1965 to 2010, which corresponds to that used to 
construct the sentiment index by Baker and Wurgler (2006). All financial information is 
8 For instance, Baker and Wurgler (2006), Glushkov (2006), and Mian and Sankaraguruswam 
(2012) find that the influence of sentiment is especially pronounced for firm that are smaller, 
younger, with higher volatility and low dividend yields. 
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from Compustat Annual Database, and all stock related information is from CRSP. As 
shown in Table I, the full sample of the main test has I2I ,44 7 firm-year observations and 
the sample of firms with SIC code less than 6000 has 86,705 observations. The sample 
size for the other tests is smaller due to requirements for additional variables. To 
eliminate observations with extreme values, all experimental variables are truncated at 
I% and 99% to exclude extreme observations. 
The financial variables of interest are earnings, book value, and investor 
sentiment. Earnings is measured as earnings before extraordinary items. Book value is 
measured at the beginning of current fiscal year. Following prior research, the primary 
analyses measure investor sentiment using the sentiment index by Baker and Wurgler 
(2006); later sensitivity analyses alternatively examine the University of Michigan 
Consumer Sentiment. BW Index is measured monthly from July 1965 to December 2010, 
while Michigan Index is measured monthly from January 1978 to May 2013. To make 
these two measurements more comparable, both sentiment indexes are scaled between 0 
and 1. 
Table 2 presents the number of observations by periods of time and industry. All 
available firm-year observations fall into five periods: 1963-1973, 1974-1982, 1983-
1991, 1991-2000, and 2001-2010. The observations are further classified into industries 
based on 1-digit SIC code. The numbers in brackets are the percentages of each 
year/industry category of the total observation in that period of time. For instance, during 
1965 to 1973, 5.79% of observations are in the division of mining and construction. The 
total number of observations has increased dramatically from 12,047 in the period of 
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1965-1973 to 34,145 in the periods of2001-2010. In addition, industrial structure has 
changed significantly over 1965 to 2010: the division of manufacture (with 1-digit SIC 
code of2 and 3) has decreased from 61.57% to 45.86%; the division finance, insurance 
and real estate (with 1-digit SIC code of6) has increased from 5.16% to 16.33%. Given 
that the value relevance of accounting information varies over time and across industries 
(Amir and Lev (1996), Collins et al. (1997)), this sample's broad time-frame and wide 
industry distribution highlight the importance of controlling potential year effect the 
industry effect. 
5. 2 Descriptive Analyses 
Table 3 Panel A provides descriptive statistics for the experimental variables. For 
the sample ofthe main test (i.e., Table 4), both book value (BV mean= 747.774, median 
= 70.675) and earnings (E mean= 87.188, median= 5.546) are negative skewed. This 
suggests that the sample includes large firms; in later sensitivity analyses, I re-estimate 
the regressions using size quartiles to limit any effects of size, with robust results. For the 
full sample in Table 5, the mean of the abandonment component (ABD) is smaller than 
the mean ofthe rest of book value (OTH). However, for firms in capital intensive 
industries (i.e., SIC < 6000), the mean of abandonment components (ABD mean = 
510.893) is significantly larger than the mean of other components (OTH mean= 
222.374). This is consistent with fums that have higher levels of tangible assets retain 
higher liquidation values. For both the full and SIC< 6000 samples, transitory earnings 
(TRAN) is significantly negative (mean= -14.121 and mean= -15.934, respectively), 
consistent with the negative skew in such items (e.g., due to write-offs). 
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Table 3 Panel B provides descriptive statistics for each periods of time. Consistent 
with Table 2, all available firm-year observations fall into five periods: 1963-1973, 1974-
1982, 1983-1991, 1991-2000, and 2001-2010. For the first four periods, the median of BV 
is relatively stable overtime, varying from 27.666 to 57.945. However, the average of BV 
increased dramatically from 153.274 to 544.293. Similarly, the median of E is relatively 
stable in the first four periods, increasing from 3.104 to 4.733 , while the average of E 
almost quadrupled from 17.242 to 66.490. The increasingly negative skewed distribution 
ofBV and E suggest that the pool of observations was more and more dominated by large 
firms. 
6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Column 1 in Table 4 provides a base regression, showing the value relevance of 
earnings and book value without considering the impact of sentiment. Consistent with 
prior literature, the coefficients on both BVand E are highly significantly positive, 
suggesting both provide incremental information in valuation. 
Since BW Index has been orthogonalized to several macroeconomic conditions 
(Baker and Wurgler 2006), prior studies using it do not further control for market-wide 
systematic risk (e.g., Rajgopal et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2012). Following this literature, 
Column 2 shows that impact of sentiment on the value relevance ofbook value and 
earnings without controlling for the impact of market performance on the value relevance 
of accounting information. Consistent with Column 1, the coefficients on B V and E 
remain significantly positive with coefficients of0.532 and 7.616, respectively. My focus 
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is on the interaction te1ms between sentiment and book value, and between sentiment and 
earnings. If investors assign higher weight on book value when sentiment is low and 
higher weight on earnings when sentiment is high, then I expect that the coefficient on 
BVxSENTwill be negative whereas the coefficient on E xSENTwill be positive. Both 
expectations are supported. In particular, the coefficient of BVxSENT is significantly 
negative (-0.212, t-stat = 5.09), consistent with pessimistic investors paying more 
attention to book value, which implies the firm's current value. This provides support for 
H1A. Further, the coefficient of E xSENT is significantly positive (5.247, t-stat = 19.26), 
consistent with optimistic investors paying more attention to earnings, which implies the 
expected future earnings. This provides suppmi for H1B. 
Column 3 in Table 4 presents the results after controlling for the impact of market 
performance on the value relevance of book value and earnings. Similar to Column 2, the 
coefficient on BVxSENTremains significantly negative (-0.201, t-stat = 4.84), and that 
on ExSENTremains significantly positive (5.346, t-stat = 19.64). These results indicate 
that, even if sentiment is related to the overall market performance, it provides 
incremental impact on how investors perceive and value accounting information beyond 
the impact of market performance on investor's decision making. 
Finally, Column 4 of Table 4 uses a sample restricted to firms that are more 
capital-intensive firms, defined as those with SIC code less than 6000. The results are 
unchanged, with the coefficient on BVxSENTremaining significantly negative (-0.383, t-
stat = 7.94), and that on £ xS£NTremaining significantly positive (5 .690, t-stat = 18.17). 
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Overall, the results of Table 4 consistently support H1A that the relevance of 
book value is higher during periods of low sentiment, and H 1 B that the relevance of 
earnings is higher during periods of high sentiment. 
7. ADDITIONAL ANALYSES 
7.1 The Impact of Sentiment on Book Value Components 
Hypothesis 1A attributes the negative association between sentiment and value 
relevance of book value to the book value's implication of current firm value, such as 
abandonment option. However, prior research also suggests that book value can present 
the net stock of resources that generates future "normal" earnings (Penman 1992; Ohlson 
1995; Collins et al. 1999). In other words, some components of book value provide a 
stronger indication of current finn value relative to other components. If Hypothesis 1A 
holds, I expect that sentiment has a stronger impact on book value components that are 
more closely related to cunent firm value relative to other components. 
To distinguish balance sheet components according to their implication of firm 
value, I follow Collins et al. (1999) and decompose book value into two components: 
abandomnent value and other book value. Collins et al. (1999) finds that these two 
components have different economic implications: the abandonment value implies the 
most conservative firm value that can occur, while the other book value implies firm 
value under going concern. Following hypothesis 1A, I expect that these two components 
are valued differently in the context of sentiment. Specifically, I expect the sentiment 
effect is stronger on abandonment components relative to other book value components. 
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Collins et al. (1999) empirically proxy for abandonment value and other book 
value using the following regressions: 
ABDil- l =Cash il - l+ MktSec;1_1 + 0. 72Recil_1 + 0.55/nvi/_1 + 0.54FAil - l- PAi/_1 - TDi/ _1 (3) 
OTHil-l =BV;,_1 -ABI},_1 (4) 
ABD is the abandonment value; OTH is the rest of book value other than abandonment 
value; Cash is cash balance; MktSec is marketable securities; Rec is total receivables; Inv 
is total inventory; FA is fixed assets, measured by total value of propetty, plant and 
equipment; P A is total payables; TD is total debt; and BV is total book value. All 
variables are measured annually and reported for firm i at the beginning of fiscal year t. 
I replace my Equation (2) BV with the two above components of ABD and OTH, 
leading to the following regression to investigate the sentiment effect on the relevance of 
book value components9: 
MV;1 =a 0 +a 1ABDu _1 +a 2 0THit - I +a 3 E;, +a 4 SENT, + 
a 5 ABD;1_1 x SENT, +a 6 0TH;t-I x SENT1 +a 7 E;1 xSENT1 
+a 8 MKTRET, +a 9 ABDii - I x MKTRET, +a 10 0THii-I x MKTRET, 
+a 11 E ;1 x MKTRET, +a 12 x REV +&;, 
(5) 
If the negative association between the relevance of BV and sentiment is mainly 
driven by the component of abandonment value, I expect that ABD xSENT provides a 
more negative impact on the value relevance of book value relative to OTHxSENT. 
Column 1 of Table 5 shows the value relevance of earnings, abandonment value 
and other book value. The coefficients for all three variables are significantly positive 
(0.455, 1.043, and 8.149), suggesting all three components contribute the market value. 
9 Abandon and Others are truncated at I% and 99%, consistent with my prior empirical 
specifications. 
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Consistent with my predictions, ABD xSENThas a negative coefficient (-0.413, t-stat = 
7 .25), suggesting that investors place a larger weight on abandonment value during low 
sentiment periods. Similarly, OTHxSENThas a negative coefficient (-0.629, t-stat = 
8.44). E xSENTretains the positive coefficient (7.037, t-stat = 23.28), further suggesting 
that investors pay more attention to earnings during periods of high sentiment. 
The coefficients on ABD xSENT and OTHx SENT are not directly comparable 
because the coefficient on ABD is significantly different from the coefficient on OTH. 10 
Therefore, I divide the coefficients on the interaction terms by the coefficients on original 
variables. Proportionally, the incremental contribution of sentiment on the value 
relevance of ABD is 91% while that on the value relevance is OTH is 60% 11 , suggesting 
that the valuation of abandonment value is more sensitive to investor sentiment relative to 
other book value components. 
The results in Column 2, which focus on the more capital intensive subsample 
(i.e., SIC < 6000) are qualitatively similar. The coefficients on ABD xSENT and 
OTHxSENT remain significantly negative. Further, the incremental contribution of 
sentiment on the relevance of ABD is 116% while that on the value relevance of OTH is 
Overall, these results suggest that the negative sentiment effect on book value 
appears stronger for book value components that are more likely to reflect current and/or 
10 Untabulated F-tests rejects the hypothesis that ABD equals OTH at the 1% significance level. 
11 l-0.4131/0.455 = 91% for ABD; and l-0.6291/1.043 = 60% for OTH. 
12 l-0.5321/0.459 = 116% for ABD; and l-0.8261/1.120 = 74% for OTH. 
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abandomnent value (consistent with Collins et al. 1999), relative to balance sheet 
components that are more likely to reflect value of the firm as a going concern. 
7. 2 The Impact of Sentiment on Earnings Components 
Hypothesis 1B suggests that, during periods of high sentiment, investors assign 
higher weight on earnings, which indicate the firms' future profitability. Accordingly, I 
expect that earnings components that more likely capture future earnings expectations are 
more affected by sentiment. Substantial evidence suggests that certain earnings 
components (such as special items, discontinued operations and extraordinary items) 
have lower relevance to the market value of equity due to their more transitory nature 
(Elliott and Hatma 1996; Collins et al. 1997; Black et al. 2000). Since transitory 
components are unlikely to recur in the future, they should be less associated with future 
earnings expectations than permanent components. Therefore, I expect that investor 
sentiment should have a stronger impact on the value relevance of permanent em·nings 
relative to transitory earnings. 
Following Collins et al. (1997), I define transitory earnings (TRAN) as the 
summary of special items, discontinued operations, and extraordinary items. Permanent 
earnings (PERM) is calculated by subtracting transitory earnings (TRAN) from earnings 
before extraordinary items (E) . This leads to the following model: 
MVi, = a 0. + a 1BVu_1 + a 2 PERM it+ a 3TRAN i, + a 4 SENT, 
+ a 5 BVit-l x SENT,+ a 6 PERM it x SENT,+ a 7 TRAN it x SENT, 
+a 8 MKTRET, +a9 BVit- l x MKTRET, +a 10 PERMi1 x MKTRET 1 
+a 11 TRANi, x MKTRET, +a12 x REV +&it 
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(6) 
Table 6 Column 1 shows, consistent with prior research, that permanent earnings 
has have a larger positive coefficients (9.568, t-stat = 72.73) relative to transitory 
earnings (3.147, t-stat = 7.5 1). As documented above, BVxSENThas a significantly 
negative coefficient (-0.262, t-stat = 6.43). More important for the current analysis, 
PERMxSENThas a positive and significant coefficient (4.401, t-stat = 16.91), while 
TRAN xSENThas a negative (and thus highly insignificant) coefficient (-4.177, t-stat= 
4.92). Column 2, using the subsarnple of firms in SIC< 6000, provides similar results. 
Overall, these findings suggest that the positive association between sentiment and the 
value relevance of earnings is driven by the sentiment effect on permanent earnings, 
consistent with investors paying more attention to expected future earnings during 
periods of high sentiment. 
7.3 The Impact of Sentiment on Book Value and Earnings Components 
To further investigate the impact of investor sentiment on book value and 
earnings components, I replace both BV and E in Equation (2) by book value and 
earnings components, leading to the following regression: 
MVi, = a 0 +a 1ABDil_1 +a 20TH ir-t +a 3 PERM ir +a 4 TRAN ir + a 5 SENT, 
+a 6 ABDit-l x SENT, +a 7 0THi1_ 1 x SENT, +a 8 PERMi, x SENT, 
+a 9 TRANi, x SENT, +a 10 MKTRET, +a 11 ABDi1_ 1 x MKTRET, 
+a 12 OTH it - t x MKTRET 1 +a 13 PERM it x MKTRET 1 +a 14 TRAN ;, x MKTRET, 
+a 15 x REV +&i1 
(7) 
Table 7 Column 1 shows, consistent with the results in Table 5, ABD xSENT has a 
negative coefficient ( - 0.560, t-stat = 9.86), suggesting that investors place a larger weight 
on abandonment value during low sentiment periods. Similarly, OTHxSENThas a 
negative coefficient (- 1.013, t-stat = 13.36). Proportionally, the incremental contribution 
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of sentiment on the value relevance of ABD is larger than the one on the value relevance 
of OTH, confirm the previous finding that the valuation of abandonment value is more 
sensitive to investor sentiment relative to other book value components. The 
PERMxSENThas a positive and significant coefficient (7,462, t-stat = 24.55), while 
TRAN xSENThas a negative (and thus highly insignificant) coefficient(-8.875, t-stat= 
10.33), consistent with previous finding that the positive sentiment effect on earnings is 
mainly driven by permanent earnings. 
Column 2, using the subsample of firms in SIC < 6000, provides similar results. 
Overall, these findings is consistent with the findings in Table 5 and Table 6: the 
negative sentiment effect on book value appears stronger for book value components that 
are more likely to reflect current and/or abandonment value, and the positive sentiment 
effect on earnings is mainly driven by the sentiment effect on permanent earnings, which 
better reflects the expected future earnings. 
8. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 
8.1 Alternative Measures of Sentiment 
8 .1.1 University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index 
As previously discussed, my primary measure of sentiment, BW Index, is a 
composite index, based on six underlying proxies for investor sentiment. Although 
commonly used in recent research due to its favorable characteristics, such as a low 
correlation with the market business cycle, it has other limitations such as not providing a 
direct measure of sentiment as discerned via survey. To test the external validity of the 
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BW Index sentiment measure, I replace it in regression (2) with the University of 
Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index (Michigan Index). This latter is a survey index 
based on household interviews regarding investors' financial well-being as well as their 
outlook for the broader economy. In untabulated results, the correlation between the 
scaled BW Index and the Michigan Index is 0.212. 
The results are presented in Table 8 Column 1. Both BVand E are significantly 
positive (BV coefficient of 0.619, t-stat = 27.14; E coefficient= 6.081 , t-stat = 43.56). 
More importantly, similar to the main results in Table 4, the interaction of BVxMICH is 
significantly negative ( - 0.327, t-stat = 8.49), while that forE xSENT is significantly 
positive (7.586, /-stat= 31.44). These results suggest that the previous findings are robust 
to using this alternative proxy for sentiment; specifically, sentiment retains its negative 
association with the value relevance of book value, and its positive association with the 
value relevance of earnings. 
8.1.2 Dichotomous Measurement ofBW Sentiment Index 
My primary empirical measure of the sentiment index in Equation (2), SENT, is 
constructed to range from 0 to 1. Although Table 4 reveals that sentiment has a negative 
(positive) impact on the value relevance of book value (earnings), it is unclear whether 
these impacts are pervasive for the entire distribution of sentiment or driven by extreme 
levels of it. Hence, I partition the overall distribution of sentiment into segments and use 
two dichotomous variables, LOW and HIGH, to proxy for low and high sentiment. The 
definitions of LOW and HIGH are illustrated by Graph 3. 
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LOW= I LOW=O 
0.7 1 0 0.3 Sentiment 
L-------------~~------------~~ ----~----~1 
HIGH=O HIGH= I 
GRAPH 3 Definition of Dichotomous Measurement of BW Index 
LOW divides the full span of sentiment into a low sentiment period and median-
high sentiment periods. Specifically, if SENT is lower than 0.3, LOW equals 1, otherwise 
it equals 0. HIGH divides the full span of sentiment into high sentiment period and 
median-low sentiment periods. Specifically, if SENT is higher than 0.7, HIGH equals 1, 
otherwise it equals 0. Accordingly, I replace SENT by HIGH and LOW in regression (8) 
and (9) respectively: 
MV;, =a 0 +a 1BV;,_1 +a 2 E;, +a 3 BV;,_1 x LOW, +a 4 E ;, x LOW, 
+a 5MKTRET, +a6 BV;,_1 x MKTRET, +a7 Eit x MKTRET, +a8 x REV +&it 
MV;, = a 0 +a 1BVil_1 +a 2 E ;, +a 3 BVit_1 x HIGH, +a 4 Eit x HJGH, 
+a 5MKTRET, +a 6 BV;1_ 1 x MKTRET, +a7 E;, x MKTRET, +a 8 x REV +&it 
(8) 
(9) 
Table 8 Column 2 presents the results for regression (8). Of primary interest, 
E xLOWhas a significantly positive coefficient (2, t-stat = 13 .23), suggesting that 
investors allocate more attention to earnings when sentiment increases from low level to 
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non-low level. However, BVxLOW is not significant (-0.029, t-stat = 1.23), suggesting 
that there is no significant change on the value relevance of book value as sentiment rises 
from low level (LOW= 1) to non-low level (LOW= 0). This is not surprising if book 
value is important for investors in both low and median sentiment periods. In this case, 
there will be no significant drop in the value relevance of book value when sentiment 
crosses the cutoffbetween the low (LOW= 1) and median-high (LOW = 0) levels. 
Table 8 Column 3 presets the results for regression (9). Consistent with the main 
findings in Table 4, BVxHJGH has a significantly negative coefficient ( -0.089, t-stat = 
3.73) and E xHJGHhas a significantly positive coefficient (0.999, t-stat = 6.46). These 
findings indicate that investor pay more attention to earnings (less attention to book 
value) when sentiment increases from non-high to high level. 
Overall, these results suggest that the relevance of book value decreases with 
sentiment when sentiment rises from non-high level to high level, and the relevance of 
earnings increases with the sentiment throughout the entire sentiment distribution. 
8.2 Potential Scaling Effects 
8.2.1 Estimation within Size Quartiles 
Barth and Clinch (2009) finds that the undeflated Ohlson (1995) model is the 
most efficient when the scale deflator is correlated with the valuation parameters. Given 
that the influence of sentiment varies with firm size (Baker and Wurgler 2006; Glushkov 
2006; and Mian and Sankaraguruswam 2012), I employ an undeflated model for all of 
my tests since using a size-related variable as a deflator will introduce coefficient bias. 
However, I acknowledge that the results documented in undeflated tests may be 
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influenced by a scale effect since the samples are drawn from different industries and 
exhibit likely variation in size. To address concerns about potential scale effects, the 
primary regressions include total revenue (REV) in year t as an independent variable as 
suggested by Barth and Kallapur (1996). In addition, I now partition the full samples into 
quartiles based on the magnitude of total assets and re-estimate Equation (2) on each of 
quartile. Quartile 1 (quartile 4) includes firms having the smallest (largest) firm size. If 
the results in Table 4 are not driven by a small group of firms with specific scale, I expect 
to find qualitatively similar results across the different size partitions. 
Table 9 Panel A presents the results. Consistent with the primary findings, BV and 
E remain significantly positive in all quartiles. More importantly, the coefficient on 
BVxSENT remains significantly negative across all qumiiles: Quartile 1 with the smallest 
firms (-0.166, t-stat = 1.75); Quartile 2 (-0.304, t-stat = 1.99); Quartile 3 (-0.334, t-stat = 
2.71); and Quartile 4 with the largest firms (-0.273, t-stat = 3.02). This suggests that the 
documented negative sentiment effect on book value occurs across all size partitions. 
Fmiher, I find that coefficient onE xSENT remains significantly positive for the 
three quartiles with the larger firms: Quartile 2 (1.713, t-stat = 4.72); Quartile 3 (0.892, t-
stat= 2.05); and Quartile 4 (5.855, t-stat = 1 0.19). The coefficient is negative for Quartile 
1 with the smallest firms (- 3.475, t-stat = 12.51). This latter negative coefficient is not 
surprising, as 35.8% of the observations from this quartile are loss firms13. Prior research 
suggests that negative earnings is less informative about expected future earnings and 
thus leads to a negative coefficient on earnings in the equity valuation model (Hayn 1995; 
13 The percentages of loss firms in the top, second and third quartiles are 11.59%, 16.46%, and 
23.94% 
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Basu 1997; and Collins et al. 1999). Moreover, the value of smaller firms is more likely 
driven by future earnings growth potential than by current earnings realizations, further 
leading to a negative coefficient on earnings (Collins et al. 1997). Overall, though the 
magnitude of coefficients varies across size partitions, the sentiment effects on the value 
relevance of book value and earnings appear significant and persistent across the different 
size partitions of firms. Restated, the primary results using the undeflated Ohlson (1995) 
model in Table 4 appear robust to the scale effect. 
8.2.2. Deflated Model 
Even though a size-related deflator may introduce bias to the deflated model 
(Brown et al. 1999; Barth and Clinch 2009), many studies in the value relevance 
literature employ the deflated Ohlson model. For instance, Sougiannis (1994) deflates 
regression variables by total assets when investigating research and development (R&D) 
expenses. Similarly, Dontoh et al. (2004) employ the deflated Ohlson model (1995) by 
scaling all the variables by total assets. With a comprehensive literature review, Barth the 
Kallapur (1996) conclude six common deflators that are used in the specifications ofthe 
Ohlson model: total assets, total revenue, book value of equity, net income, number of 
shares outstanding, and share price. 
To further address the potential scaling effect, I re-estimate my main regression 
by using total assets and total revenue as deflators. Table 9 Panel B presents the results. 
In Panel B column (1) and (2), all ofthe variables are scaled by total asset the end ofthe 
current fiscal year and total revenue in the current fiscal year. Consistent with the primary 
findings, BV_Scale xSENTremains significantly negative in both column (- 1.099 and-
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0.889, t-stat = 11.65 and 8.80). However, E _Scale xSENT is not significant in either 
column ( -0.270 and -0.040, t-stat = 1.18 and 0.16), which is inconsistent with the main 
prediction. Again, the results of the deflated model should be interpreted with caution. 
Using total assets and total revenue as deflators may reduce heteroscedasticity and 
improve estimation efficiency, but because valuation parameters in Table 9, Panel A 
exhibit substantial size-related variation, using size-related variables as deflators 
introduces spurious inferences. Thus, the magnitude of coefficients may be biased. 
8.3 Temporal Analysis 
The value relevance of accounting information varies significantly over time for 
multiple reasons. Many of the changes can be explained by the shift in economy, the 
increasing frequency and magnitude of nonrecurring items, the increasing frequency of 
losses, and the shift from a traditional economy to a high-technology economy (Lev and 
Zarowin, 1999; Francis and Schipper, 1999; Brown, Lo, and Lys, 1999; Collins et al., 
1999). For instance, Collins et al. (1999) find that the value relevance of "bottom-line" 
earnings decreases over time while the relevance of book value increases. 
In addition, the level of investor sentiment fluctuates dramatically over periods of 
time. As shown in Graphs 1 and 2, investor sentiment rose from 1954 to 1960 along with 
the period of economic expansion. Shmily after that, sentiment declined sharply in the 
early 1970s as a result of recession and high inflation. During the 1980s, the economy 
enjoyed a significant rise in manufacturing profit, and the sentiment recovered to a high 
level. The sentiment was also high during the dot-com bubble around 2000 and dropped 
to its lowest level in 20 years after the bubble crashed. Given that both investor sentiment 
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and the relevance of accounting information fluctuate considerably over time, I conduct 
temporal analysis by examining the sentiment effect on the value relevance of book value 
and earnings for the following periods: 1963-1973, 1974- 1982, 1983-1991, 1991-2000, 
and 2001-2010. 
Table 10 Panel A shows the results for each period oftime by using full sample. 
BV xSENTis significantly negative for four ofthe periods: 1963-1973, 1974-1982, 1991-
2000, and 2001-2010 (-1.021 , -0.513 , -0.634, and -0.332, t-stat = 8.29, 11.28, 4.65 and 
4. 70), E xSENT is significantly positive for the same four periods: 1963-1973, 1974-
1982, 1991-2000, and 2001-2010 7.902, 3.164, 12,689, and t-stat = 8.3110.67, 14.12 and 
4.13). However, the results of 1983-1991 indicate a positive sentiment effect on book 
value and a negative sentiment effect on earnings, which is inconsistent with the main 
prediction. Since the pool of observations varies significantly over time, I re-estimate the 
temporal analysis by using a relative stable pool of samples: S&P 500 firms. Even though 
the composites of S&P 500 firms changes from period to period, this pool of samples is 
more stable in size and have lower mortality rate relative to the full sample. The results 
are shown in Table 10 Panel B. Again, the results are consistent with the main hypothesis 
for four periods, except for 1974-1982. 
Overall, although the findings are not perfectly consistent during the time frame, 
over a broad time period investors assign more attention to book value during low 
sentiment periods and to earnings during high sentiment periods, supporting the main 
finings in Table 4. 
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8. 4 Cross-Sectional Partitions 
Investor sentiment does not affect the valuation of firms equally. Many studies 
suggest that the sentiment effect is more pronounced for some specific stocks, such as 
small stocks, young stocks, high volatility stocks, unprofitable stocks, non-dividend-
paying stocks, extreme growth stocks, and distressed stocks (Baker and Wurgler, 2006). 
Prior literature suggests that noisy traders, whose trading decisions are considerably 
biased by their sentiment, are attracted by small, young, unprofitable, and distressed 
firms. As a result, these stocks are more attractive to noisy traders and thus affected by 
investor sentiment to a larger extent. For instance, Mian and Sankaraguruswamy (2012) 
investigated the impact of investor sentiment on the market reaction to earnings news. 
Their findings suggest that the influence of sentiment is especially pronounced for the 
earnings news of small stocks, young stocks, high volatility stocks, non-dividend-paying 
stocks, and stocks with extremely high and low market-to-book ratios. 
Following this stream of literature, I conduct cross-sectional analysis of firms 
with different characteristics: financially distressed firms, firms without dividend paying, 
and firms in growth industries. 
8.4.1 Financially Distressed Firms versus Other Firms. 
All observations are divided into two groups based on their past performance and 
re-examined regression (2) for each group. Distressed firms are those with negative net 
incomes for five consecutive years. Other firms are those that have at least one positive 
net income over the five years. The results are presented in Table 11 , Panel A. Consistent 
with my prediction, sentiment has negative effect on the value relevance of book value 
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and positive effect on the relevance of earnings. For distress firms, BVxSENT remains 
significantly negative (- 1.846, t-stat = 7.41 ), and that onE xSENT remains significantly 
positive (0.284, t-stat = 0.22). For other firms, BVxSENT is significantly negative(-
0.207, t-stat = 4.89) and E xSENTremains significantly positive (5.454, t-stat = 7.639). 
However, the sentiment effect on book value is weaker for other firms relative to 
distressed firms. Proportionally, sentiment changes the value relevance of book value by 
68%14 for distressed firms and by 40% 15for other firms. In contrast, the sentiment effect 
on earnings is stronger for other firms relative to distressed firm. Investor sentiment 
changes the value relevance of earnings by 26%16 for distress firms and by 71%17 for 
other firms . 
The pronounced book value (earnings) effect for distressed (other) firms are not 
surprising. Intuitively, distressed firms are more likely to exercise abandonment options. 
As investors generally place higher weight on book value when sentiment is low, the 
book value of distressed firms is likely to receive more attention because it is considered 
to have a strong indication of the firm ' s future value. Similarly, other firms, or firms that 
are more profitable than distressed firms, are more likely to continue with going concern. 
Therefore, when investors are so optimistic that they rely on earnings in assessing a 
firm 's market value, the earnings of other firms will receive more attention due to the 
high informativeness. 
14l-1.8461fi2.710I=68% 
15 l-0.2071/10.5051=40% 
16 10.2841/1 1.0801=26% 
17 15.4541/17.6391=71 % 
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8.4.2 Dividend-paying versus Non-Dividend Paying Firms 
All observations are divided into two groups based on their dividend payment in 
the current fiscal year. If the firm has a positive total dividend payment, then it is 
considered a dividend-paying firm. All other firms are classified as non-dividend-paying 
firms. The results are presented in Table 11 , Panel B. 
Consistent with the main results in Table 4, sentiment has negative effect on the 
relevance of book value and positive effect on the relevance of earnings for both groups. 
For dividend paying fi1ms, BVxSENTis significantly negative (-0.250, t-stat = 2.67) and 
that on ExSENT is significantly positive (8.738, t-stat = 15.53). For non-dividend paying 
firms, BVxSENT is significantly negative ( -0.134, t-stat = 2. 73) and E xSENT remains 
significantly positive (4.567 t-stat = 14.04). Interestingly, the sentiment effect on book 
value is weaker for dividend-paying fi1ms relative to non-dividend paying firms. 
Proportionally, sentiment changes the value relevance of book value by 37%18 for non-
dividend paying and by 15% 19for dividend paying firms. In contrast, the sentiment effect 
on earnings is stronger for dividend-paying firms relative to non-dividend paying firm. 
Investor sentiment changes the value relevance of earnings by 58%20 for non-dividend 
paying firms and by 110%21 for dividend paying firm. 
The results suggest that as sentiment goes down, investors of non-dividend-
paying firms react more strongly than those of dividend-paying firms by allocating more 
attention to book value. This finding supports the prior literature to some degree by 
18 l-0.1341/10.3591=37% 
19 l-0 .2501fl l .650I= l5% 
zo 10.2841/11 .0801=26% 
21 15.4541/17.6391=71% 
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showing that the sentiment effect on book value is more pronounced for non-dividend-
paying firms. However, some additional evidence further suggests that the sentiment 
effect on earnings is more pronounced for dividend-paying firms. 
8.4.3 Growth Industries versus Mature industries 
In this section, I investigate sentiment effect on firms in high-growth industries 
and in low-growth (mature) industries. Industry growth is measured by the growth rate of 
industry total assets from 1965 to 2010. The three industries that have the highest growth 
rate are classified as growth industries. The three industries that have the lowest growth 
rate are classified as mature industries. Classified based on 1-digit SIC code, the growth 
industries are finance, insurance and real estate (SIC=6), public administration (SIC=9), 
and service (SIC=8) divisions. The mature industries are retail trade (SIC=5) and 
manufacturing divisions (SIC=2 and 3). The results are presented in Table 11, Panel C. 
Consistent with the main results in Table 4, sentiment has negative effect on the 
relevance of book value and positive effect on the relevance of earnings. For firms in 
growth industries, BVxSENT is significantly negative ( -0.150, t-stat = 2.23) and that on 
E xSENTis significantly positive (6.360, t-stat = 13.58). For firms in mature industries, 
B V xSENT is significantly negative ( -0.342, t-stat = 6.00) and E xSENT remains 
significantly positive (6.815 t-stat = 18.93). The sentiment effect on book value is 
stronger for firms in mature industries relative to firms in growth industries. 
Proportionally, sentiment changes the value relevance of book value by 64%22 for firms 
22 l-0.3421110.5381=64% 
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in mature industries and by 21%23 for firms in growth industries. Given that the growth 
industries (SIC=6, 8, and 9) do not have a lot of fixed assets while mature industries are 
mainly capital-intensive, this result is consistent with the analysis of firms with an 
SIC<6000. As pessimistic investors tum to book value for the indication of culTent firm 
value, the book values of capital-intensive firms will receive more attention relative to 
that of labor-intensive firms . Therefore, the sentiment effect on book value is stronger for 
firms in mature industries (capital-intensive firms) relative to firms in growth industries 
(finance- and labor-intensive firms). 
In contrast, the sentiment effect on earnings is stronger for firms in growth 
industries relative to firms in mature industries. Investor sentiment changes the value 
relevance of earnings by 121%24 for growth industries and by 73%25 for mature 
industries. As optimistic investors turn to earnings for the indication of future firm value, 
investors may consider the earnings of growth firms to be more informative about the 
firms' future performance relative to that of mature firms. Hence, the sentiment effect on 
earnings is stronger for firms with high growth rate relative to firms with low growth rate. 
Overall, the results of cross-sectional analysis suggest that some sentiment effect 
is stronger for distressed firms, non-dividend-paying firms, and growth firms. However, 
these fmdings also indicate that not all sentiment effects are more pronounced for these 
firms. The magnitude of sentiment effect is not only determined by firms' characteristics 
but also by the economic implication of specific accounting information. 
23 I-0 .1501/I O. 7121=21 % 
24 16.3601/15.2381= 121 % 
25 16.815 1/19.3821=73% 
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8.5 Alternative Measurement of Market Performance 
One alternative explanation of my hypotheses is that the changes in value 
relevance of book value and earnings are driven by the overall market performance, 
which is conelated with investor sentiment. To better control for this potential confound 
and isolate the sentiment effect, in the main analysis, I include the cumulative market 
return measured over the first three months after fiscal year end as a control variable. I 
also include interaction terms between market return and book value and earnings to 
control for the impact of market performance on the value relevance of accounting 
information. 
However, one may argue that the relevance of accounting information is not only 
affected by the change in market performance, which is measured by market return, but 
also by the level of market performance. For instance, investors are more forward looking 
(conservative) when the overall market price is high (low). Therefore, the perceived 
relationship between sentiment and value relevance of earnings (book value) may 
actually be driven by the level of market performance. 
To better control for this potential confound, I further control the average S&P 
500 market price over the three months after fiscal year end. I also include the interaction 
terms between market price and book value and earnings to control for the impact of 
market price on the relevance of accounting information. The results are presented in 
Table 12, Panel A. Column (1) only includes the average market price as a control 
variable while column (2) includes both average market price and cumulated market price 
(as defined in Table 4) as control variables. The results are qualitatively unchanged. 
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BVxSENTis significantly negative in both columns (-0.412 and -0.404, t-stat = 9.80 and 
9 .62) while E xSENT is significantly positive in both columns ( 4. 765 and 4.880, t-stat = 
17.15 and 17.57). 
Table 12, Panel B further controls for the level of GDP and the change in GDP. I 
do not include the interaction terms between GDP and book value or earnings because 
GDP is constant for all of the observations in any particular year. After controlling GDP 
and the change of GDP in column (1) and column (2), the results are qualitatively 
unchanged. 
9. CONCLUSION 
Prior research studies the impact of sentiment on market valuation focusing on the 
specific accounting items such as earnings and accruals. In contrast, this study examines 
a differential sentiment effect for book value versus earnings. Using cross-sectional data 
over the period 1965-2010, I examine how the relative value relevance of book value and 
earnings varies with investor sentiment, which is measured using the Baker and Wurgler 
(2006) sentiment index. The results suggest that, when investors are pessimistic, they 
become more conservative and allocate a higher weight on book value, which is assumed 
to be more indicative of firm's current value. In contrast, when investors are optimistic, 
they tend to be more forward looking and accordingly allocate a higher weight on 
earnings, which indicates firm's future performance. In other words, book value is more 
value relevant during periods of low relative to high sentiment, while earnings is more 
value relevant during periods of high relative to low sentiment. 
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Further analyses confirm these findings by: decomposing book value, with the 
sentiment effect more pronounced for the book value component closely related to 
abandonment option per Collins et al. (1999); decomposing earnings, with the sentiment 
effect more pronounced for the earnings component more strongly indicative of future 
earnings (that is, the permanent earnings component); using alternative measures of 
investor sentiment, particularly the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment; and 
dividing the sample into size quartiles to provide additional control for scale related 
effects. 
Overall, this paper provides three contributions. First, prior studies of investor 
sentiment fmd that investors overvalue accounting components during high sentiment 
periods and undervalue them during low sentiment periods (Neal and Wheatley 1998; 
Brown and Cliff2005; Gerard et al. 2009; Livnat and Petrovits 2009; Brown et al. 2012; 
Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). I complement these studies by documenting that 
investors value accounting information differently, depending on whether they are 
optimistic or pessimistic about the overall market performance. Specifically, investors 
assign higher weight on book value (earnings) when they are more pessimistic 
(optimistic). Second, prior sentiment literature focuses on the impact of sentiment on the 
pricing of earnings and accruals (Livnat and Petrovits 2009; Ali and Guran 2009; Mian 
and Sankaraguruswamy 2012). I complement these findings by revealing that, due to its 
unique implication for abandonment value, the valuation of book value has a particular 
association with investor sentiment. Finally, this paper extends value relevance studies by 
showing that the relevance of book value and earnings fluctuates with sentiment level. 
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APPENDIX A 
Variable Definitions 
Dependent variables: 
~I The market value of equity of firm i three month after the end of year t. 
Experimental variables: 
BVit-I The book value of firm i at the end of year t-1. 
E;, Income before extraordinary items of firm i in year t. 
BV Scaleu The book value of firm i at the end of year t-1 deflated by total asset or total 
-I revenue. 
E _Scaleu-I Income before extraordinary items of firm i in year t deflated by total asset 
or total revenue. 
SENT, An average investor sentiment three month after the end of year t. A higher 
value of the index suggests a higher level of investor sentiment. The 
monthly index is calculated by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s 
sentiment index between 0 and 1. 
MICHt An average investor sentiment three month after the end of year t. A higher 
value of the index suggests a higher level of investor sentiment. The index is 
scaled between 0 and 1. 
LOW, An indicator variable equal to 0 if SENT at one month before the end of year 
tis higher than 0.3, and 1 otherwise. 
HIGHt An indicator variable equal to 1 if SENT at one month before the end of year 
tis higher than 0.7, and 0 otherwise. 
ABDu-l A book value component that implies the abandonment value of firm i at the 
end of year t-1. ABD is calculated by the following regression, which is 
proposed by Collins et al. (1999). All variables are measured for firm i at the 
end of year t-1 . . 
ABD= Cash +Marketable Securities+ 0. 72Receivable + 0.55Inventory + 
0.54Fixed Asset- Payable - Total Debt 
OTHu-I Other components of book value, which is calculated by subtracting ABD 
fromNBV. 
P ERMu Permanent earnings of firm i in year t which is calculated by subtracting 
TRANfromE. 
TRANu Transitory earnings of firm i in year t which equals to the summary of 
special items, discontinued operations, and extraordinary items. 
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EXPit 
APPENDIX A (continued) 
Expected earnings of firm i in year t which equals to the most recent 1/B/E/S 
analysis forecast consensus; 
Control variables: 
MKTRETt Cumulative value-weighted market return three month after the end of fiscal 
year t. 
REVu Total revenue for firm i in year t. 
MKTPt The average value of S&P 500 three month after the end of fiscal year 
GDPt The value of GDP in year t. 
GDP CH The growth rate of GDP from year t-1 to year t. 
Gt 
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TABLES 
TABLEt 
Sample Selection 
Table Full Sample SIC<6000 
Obs. Obs. 
Number of firm-year observations for the test 4 121,447 86,705 
of sentiment effect on book value and 
earnings (full sample) 
Number of firm-year observations for the 5 100,866 80,020 
impact of sentiment on book value 
components (abandonment value vs. others) 
Number of firm-year observations for the 6 119,845 85,559 
impact of sentiment on earnings components 
(permanent vs. transitory) 
Number of firm-year observations for the 7 99,447 78,916 
impact of sentiment on both book value and 
earnings components 
Alternative measure of sentiment (University 8 103,248 
of Michigan Consumer Index) 
Alternative measure of sentiment 8 122,140 
(dichotomous measurement ofBW sentiment 
index) 
Number of total firm-year observations in the 9 121,447 
estimation within size quartiles 
Number of firm-year observations in the 9 120,303 
deflated model (deflated by total asset) 
Number of firm-year observations in the 9 85,737 
deflated model (deflated by total revenue) 
Number of total firm-year observations in 10 121,447 
temporal analysis 
Number of total firm-year observations in the 11 121,447 
cross-sectional partitions (distressed firms vs 
profitable firms) 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 
Number of total firm-year observations in the 11 
cross-sectional partitions (dividend-paying 
versus non-dividend paying fitms) 
Number of total firm-year observations in the 
cross-sectional partitions (growth industries 
versus mature industries) 
Number of total firm-year observation with 
alternative measurements of market 
performance (S&P 500) 
Number of total firm-year observation with 
alternative measurements of market 
performance (GDP) 
11 
12 
12 
120,993 
91,809 
121,447 
121,447 
This table presents the sample selection. I select all available firm-year observations on 
Compustat and CRSP for the period 1965-2010. 
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TABLE2 
Observation by Year and Industry 
Frequency 
Row Percentage 1-digit SIC Code 
Years 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
1965-1973 25 697 2,824 4,594 1,073 1,382 622 623 132 75 12,047 
(0.21) (5.79) (23.44) (38.13) (8.91) (11.47) (5.16) (5.17) (1.1) (0.62) 
1974-1982 45 1,188 3,267 5,198 1,426 1,725 1,458 778 233 105 15,423 
(0.29) (7.7) (21.18) (33.7) (9.25) (11.18) (9.45) (5.04) (1.51) (0.68) 
Vl 
........ 1983-1991 109 1,654 3,992 8,004 2,375 2,640 3,590 2,118 621 170 25,273 
(0.43) (6.54) (15.8) (31.67) (9.4) (1 0.45) (14.2) (8.38) (2.46) (0.67) 
1992-2000 136 2,186 6,105 11 ,142 3,423 4,208 8,004 4,744 1,374 214 41 ,536 
(0.33) (5 .26) (14.7) (26.82) (8.24) (10.13) (19.27) (11.42) (3.31) (0.52) 
2001-2010 98 1,911 4,971 8,787 2,899 2,951 7,302 4,024 1,040 162 34,145 
(0.29) (5.6) (14.56) (25.73) (8.49) (8.64) (21.39) (11.79) (3.05) (0.47) 
Total 413 7,636 21 ,159 37,725 11 ,196 12,906 20,976 12,287 3,400 726 128,424 
(0.32) (5.95) (16.48) (29.38) (8.72) (10.05) (16.33) (9.57) (2.65) (0.57) 
Vl 
N 
TABLE 2 (continued) 
This table presents the number of observations by periods oftime and industry. I select all available firm-year observations on 
Compustat and CRSP for the period 1965-2010. The observations fall into five periods: 1963-1973, 1974-1982, 1983-1991 , 
1991-2000,2001-2010. The observations are further classified into industries based on 1-digit SIC code. The numbers in 
brackets are the percentages of each year/industry category of the total observation in that period oftime. 
TABLE3 
Descriptive Statistics 
Panel A: Descriptive Statistics By Tests 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Q1 Median m 
Table 4 (Full sample, N=121 ,447) 
BV 747.774 3984.920 19.363 70.675 292.034 
E 87.188 806.330 0.382 5.546 31.088 
SENT 0.505 0.289 0.250 0.510 0.760 
MKT 0.000 0.013 -0.005 0.001 0.006 
REV 1627.860 8181.280 41.904 154.619 648.195 
Table 4 (SIC<6000, N=86,705) 
BV 701.231 3393.220 18.702 69.265 294.688 
E 86.470 652.104 0.327 5.334 31 .632 
SENT 0.499 0.297 0.240 0.500 0.760 
MKT 0.001 0.014 -0.005 0.001 0.006 
REV 1748.840 8541.840 48.293 181.954 773.732 
Table 5 (Full sample, N=100,866) 
ABD 273 .878 8250.330 5.548 30.867 146.686 
OTH 452.094 8528.250 1.879 15.368 85.682 
E 86.598 824.184 0.088 4.926 30.030 
Table 5 (SIC<6000, N=80,020) 
ABD 510.893 3205.550 7.247 37.050 178.564 
OTH 222.374 2194.550 2.241 15.755 84.407 
E 90.757 675.058 0.259 5.512 33.512 
Table 6 (Full sample, N=119,845) 
PERM 101.308 781.381 0.616 6.362 34.570 
TRAN -14.121 429.487 -0.517 0.000 0.000 
BV 747.774 3984.920 19.363 70.675 292.034 
Table 6 (SIC<6000, N=85,559) 
PERM 102.404 653 .931 0.553 6.244 35 .754 
TRAN -15 .934 459.092 -0.591 0.000 0.000 
BV 701.231 3393.220 18.702 69.265 294.688 
Table 8 (Sentiment=MICH, N=103,248) 
MICH 0.598 0.279 0.390 0.660 0.840 
LOW 0.694 0.461 0.000 1.000 1.000 
HIGH 0.310 0.463 0.000 0.000 1.000 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 
Panel B: Descriptive Statistics by Years 
Variable 1965-1973 1974-1982 1983-1991 1992-2000 2001-2010 
Mean 
BV 153.273 295.623 410.582 544.293 1643.350 
E 17.242 42.342 48.371 66.490 186.032 
SENT 0.451 0.320 0.585 0.550 0.494 
MKT 0.002 0.000 0.002 -0.001 0.002 
REV 297.074 796.191 1046.290 1313.040 3284.000 
Standard Deviation 
BV 736.908 1271.980 1625.920 2207.600 7010.580 
E 76.340 191.901 233.329 365.440 1486.590 
SENT 0.366 0.377 0.290 0.183 0.274 
MKT 0.007 0.016 0.016 0.009 0.016 
REV 890.050 2757.790 3950.210 5655.100 13903.090 
This table presents descriptive statistics. In Panel A, I present descriptive statistics for 
the experimental variables in each regression. In Panel B, I present the descriptive 
statistics for the experimental variables in each period of time. The detailed definitions 
of experimental variables are explained in Appendix A. 
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TABLE4 
Investor Sentiment and the Value Relevance of Book Value and Earnings 
De~endent Variable: MV 
Full Sam~le SIC<6000 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff (t-stat} Coeff (t-stat} Coeff (t-stat} Coeff (t-stat} 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
BV + 0.437 (40.36) *** 0.532 (24.47) *** 0.525 (24.15) *** 0.591 (23.34) * 
BVxSENT - -0.212 (5.09) *** -0.201 (4.84) *** -0.383 (7.94) *** 
E + 10.014 (156.85)*** 7.616 (54.95) *** 7.584 (54.77) *** 7.602 (47.57) *** 
Vl Ex SENT + 5.247 (19.26) *** 5.346 (19.64) *** 5.690 (18.17) *** Vl 
SENT +/- 97.342 (1.36) 96.293 (1 .35) 70.125 (0.86) 
MKTRET xBV ? 2.303 (3.41) *** 5.032 (6.03) *** 
MKTRET xE ? 28.942 (6.88) *** 18.592 (3.77) *** 
MKTRET ? -19.766 (-0.03) 74.310 (0.13) -1861.787 (3.21) *** -2456.424 (3.75) *** 
REV ? 0.047 (16.45) *** 0.047 (16.29) *** 0.046 (15.90) *** 0.050 (16.48) *** 
Adjusted-R2 52.96% 53.24% 53.34% 53.88% 
Obs. 121 ,447 121,447 121,447 86,705 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
TABLE 4 (continued) 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on the value relevance of book value and 
earnings for the period 1965-2010. Regression (1), (2) and (3) include all firms-year observations. Regression (4) only includes 
firms with SIC code less than 6000. 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end (MV). 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of fiscal year; E, income before 
extraordinary items for the current fiscal year; SENT, an average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end measured 
by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index between 0 and 1; the interaction of NBV and SENT and the interaction 
of E and SENT. The coefficient on NBVxSENT is used to test H1A; the coefficient on E xSENT is used to test H1B. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the 
Vl current fiscal year; the interaction of BVand MKTRET and the interaction of E and MKTRET. All regressions are control for 
01 year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the 
indicated two-tailed tests. 
TABLES 
Investor Sentiment and the Value Relevance of Book Value Components 
Book Value Decomposition: 
Abandonment Value vs. Others 
Full Sam~le SIC<6000 
Variable Pred Sign Coeff {t-stat) Coeff (t-stat} 
(1) (2) 
ABD + 0.455 (15.33) *** 0.459 (14.50) *** 
ABDxSENT -0.413 (7.25) *** -0.532 (8.74) *** 
OTH + 1.043 (27.09) *** 1.120 (23 .85) *** 
OTHxSENT -0.629 (8.44) *** -0.826 (9.14) *** 
E + 8.149 (52.72) *** 7.400 (43.55) *** 
E xSENT + 7.037 (23.28) *** 7.453 (22.54) *** 
SENT +I- 95.813 (1 .33) 105.964 (1.33) 
MKTRET xABD ? 2.284 (2.38) ** 1.022 (1.00) 
MKTRET xOTH ? 10.463 (8.68) *** 7.780 (5.15) *** 
MKTRET xE ? 23.152 (5.04) *** 26.200 (5.13) *** 
MKTRET ? -1945.823 (3 .38) *** -1753.965 (2.78) * 
REV ? 0.039 (9.93) *** 0.072 (17.13) *** 
Adjusted-R2 53.25% 53.36% 
Obs. 100,866 80,020 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on 
the value relevance ofbook value components for the period 1965-2010. In regression (1) 
and (2), book value is decomposed into component that implies abandonment value 
(ABD) and the rest of book value component (OTH). Regression (1) includes all firms-
year observations. Regression (2) only includes firms with SIC code less than 6000. 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end 
(MV). 
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TABLE 5 (continued) 
The independent variables are: ABD, the abandonment value of the firm proposed by 
Collins et al. ( 1999). OTH, other components of book value calculated by subtracting 
ABD from BV. SENT, an average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end 
measured by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index between 0 and 1. 
Interaction terms between SENT and the book value components mentioned above are 
also included in the regressions. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of 
fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the current fiscal year; the interaction terms of book 
value components and MKTRET and the interaction of earnings and MKTRET. All 
regressions are control for year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance 
at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the indicated two-tailed tests. 
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TABLE6 
Investor Sentiment and the Value Relevance of Earnings Components 
Earnings Decomposition: 
Permanent vs. Transitory 
Full SamJ!le SIC<6000 
Variable Pred Sign Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
(1) (2) 
BV + 0.301 (14.05) *** 0.257 (10.15) *** 
BVxSENT -0.262 (6.43) *** -0.391 (8.03) *** 
PERM + 9.568 (72.73) *** 9.548 (62.40) *** 
PERMxSENT + 4.401 (16.91) *** 4.836 (16.03) *** 
TRAN + 3.147 (7.51) *** 3.546 (7.99) *** 
TRANxSENT + -4.177 (4.92) *** -5.550 (6.12) *** 
SENT +/- 115.347 (1.89) * 89.105 (1.28) 
MKTRET xBV ? 3.953 (5.81) *** 4.145 (4.99) *** 
MKTRET xP ERM ? 5.515 (1.39) 10.059 (2.18) ** 
MKTRET xTRAN ? 24.904 (2.05) ** 11.212 (0.87) 
MKTRET ? -1396.455 (2.81) *** -1869.057 (3.32) *** 
REV ? 0.005 (1.73) * 0.033 (10.87) *** 
Adjusted-R2 57.79% 58.01% 
Obs. 119,845 85,559 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on the 
value relevance of earnings components for the period 1965-2010. Earnings is decomposed 
into permanent (PERM) and transitory (TRAN) component, which is the summary of special 
items, discontinued operations, and extraordinary items. 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end (MV). 
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TABLE 6 (continued) 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of fiscal 
year; PERM, permanent earnings calculated by subtracting TRAN from E; TRAN, transitory 
earnings which equals to the summary of special items, discontinued operations, and 
extraordinary items. SENT, an average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end 
measured by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index between 0 and 1. 
Interaction terms between SENT and the earnings components mentioned above are also 
included in the regressions. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of 
fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the current fiscal year; the interaction of BV and 
MKTRET and the interaction terms of earnings components and MKTRET. All regressions 
are control for year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance at 
1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the indicated two-tailed tests. 
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TABLE 7 
Investor Sentiment and the Value Relevance of Book Value and Earnings 
Components 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Full Sample SIC<6000 
Variable Pred Sign Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
(1) (2) 
ABD + 0.172 (5.82) *** 0.187 (5.9) *** 
ABDxSENT -0.560 (9.86) *** -0.741 (12.06) *** 
OTH + 0.849 (21.7) *** 0.840 (17.76) *** 
OTHxSENT -1.013 (13.36) *** -1.118 (12.3) *** 
PERM + 10.046 (65.05) *** 9.348 (55.17) *** 
PERMxSENT + 7.462 (24.55) *** 8.532 (25.64) *** 
TRAN + 5.220 (12.43) *** 4.441 (9.81) *** 
TRANxSENT + -8.875 (10.33) *** -6.910 (7.42) *** 
SENT +/- 91.868 (1.42) 95.004 (1.31) 
MKTRET xABD ? 3.569 (3.69) *** 1.661 (1.59) 
MKTRET xOTH ? 10.212 (8.41) *** 8.607 (5.58) *** 
MKTRET xPERM ? 10.686 (2.38) ** 11.464 (2.3) ** 
MKTRET xTRAN ? 27.746 (2.33) ** 8.751 (0.66) 
MKTRET ? -1636.102 (3.14) *** -1554.333 (2.69) *** 
REV ? -0.005 (1.45) 0.023 (5.48) *** 
Adjusted-R2 56.34% 56.76% 
Obs. 99,447 78,916 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on 
the value relevance of book value components for the period 1965-2010. In regression (1) 
and (2), book value is decomposed into component that implies abandonment value and 
the rest of book value component. Regression (1) includes all firms-year observations. 
Regression (2) only includes firms with SIC code less than 6000. 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end 
(MV). 
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TABLE 7 (continued) 
The independent variables are: ABD, the abandonment value of the firm proposed by 
Collins et al. (1999). OTH, other components of book value calculated by subtracting 
ABD from BV. PERM, permanent earnings calculated by subtracting TRAN from E; 
TRAN, transitory earnings which equals to the summary of special items, discontinued 
operations, and extraordinary items. SENT, an average of sentiment index three month 
after fiscal year end measured by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index 
between 0 and 1. Interaction terms between SENT and the book value components 
mentioned above are also included in the regressions. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of 
fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the current fiscal year; the interaction terms of book 
value components and MKTRET and the interaction of earnings and MKTRET. All 
regressions are control for year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance 
at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the indicated two-tailed tests. 
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TABLES 
Sensitivity Analysis: Alternative Measures of Investor Sentiment 
De~endent Variable: MV 
Michigan Consumer Dichotomous Measurement of BW 
Sentiment Sentiment Index 
Low vs. Non-low High vs. Non-High 
Variable Pred Si2:n Coeff (t-stat) Coeff {t-stat) Coeff (t-stat} 
(1) (2) (3) 
BV + 0.619 (27.14) *** 0.494 (36.29) *** 0.509 (37.72) *** 
0'1 BVxMJCH - -0.327 (8.49) *** VJ 
-0.029 (1.23) BVxLOW + 
BVxHJGH - -0.089 (3.73) *** 
E + 6.081 (43.56) *** 10.517 (130.60) *** 9.773 (122.88) *** 
ExMJCH + 7.586 (31.44) *** 
Ex LOW 
-
-2.000 (13.23) *** 
Ex HIGH + 0.999 (6.46) *** 
MICH +/- 270.286 (2.99) *** 
MKTRETxBV ? 3.899 (5.25) *** 
MKTRET xE ? -10.149 (2.20) ** 
MKTRET xBV ? 0.310 (0.41) -0.242 (0.31) 
MKTRET xE ? 13.212 (2.75) *** 20.878 (4.34) *** 
MKTRET ? -858.158 (1.25) -1062.814 (1.54) -1282.000 (1.86) * 
REV ? 0.037 (11.94) *** 0.036 (10.96) *** 0.035 (10.52) *** 
0\ 
TABLE 8 (continued) 
Adjusted-R2 54.31% 49.56% 49.34% 
Obs. 103,248 122,140 122,140 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on the value relevance of book value 
and earnings for the period 1965-2010. I use two alternative measures of investor sentiment. In column (1), I replace Baker 
and Wurgler's sentiment index by University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment. In column (2) and (3), I replace the 
continuous measure of investor sentiment by alternative dichotomous measures. In column (2), LOW equals to 1 if the scaled 
Baker and Wurgler's index is lower than 0.3 , otherwise 0. In column (3), HIGH equals to 1 if the scaled Baker and Wurgler's 
index is higher than 0.7, otherwise 0. 
~ The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end (MV). 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of fiscal year; E, income before 
extraordinary items for the current fiscal year; MICH, an average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end 
measured by scaling University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment between 0 and 1; the interaction of BV and SENT and the 
interaction of E and SENT. LOW and HIGH are dichotomous measurements of Baker and Wurgler's index. LOW equals to 0 
if the scaled Baker and Wurgler's index is lower than 0.3 , otherwise 1. HIGH equals to 1 if the scaled Baker and Wurgler's 
index is higher than 0.7, otherwise 0. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of fiscal year; REV, total revenue for 
the current fiscal year; the interaction of BV and MKTRET and the interaction of E and MKTRET. All regressions are control 
for year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the 
indicated two-tailed tests. 
TABLE9 
Sensitivity Analyses: Potential Scaling Effects 
Panel A: Estimation within Size Quartiles 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Variable Pred Coeff (t-stat} Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
Sign 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4 
Smallest Largest 
BV + 0.971 (10.40) *** 1.184 (13.46) *** 1.400 (20.24) *** 0.504 (10.77) *** 
BVxSENT - -0.166 (1.75) * -0.304 (1.99) ** -0.334 (2.71) *** -0.273 (3.02) *** 
E + 3.920 (23.48) *** 3.299 (15.23) *** 6.279 (25.99 *** 7.418 (25.55) *** 
0\ 
V1 ExSENT + -3.475 (12.51) *** 1.713 (4.72) *** 0.892 (2.05) ** 5.855 (10.19) *** 
SENT +I- 2.798 (0.50) 36.386 (1.99) ** 108.324 (2.05) ** 217.888 (0.56) 
MKTRET xBV ? 8.344 (2.28) ** 3.627 (1.14) 15.992 (7.83) *** 2.774 (1.91 * 
MKTRET xE ? 13.232 (3.07) *** 22.505 (3.30) *** 33.729 (4.89) *** 24.436 (2.78) *** 
MKTRET ? -81.004 (1.29) -180.349 (0.86) -3738.829 (6.89) *** -7090.110 (2.17) ** 
REV ? 0.070 (4.05) *** -0.042 (3.07) *** -0.020 (1.95) * 0.018 (3.00) *** 
Adjusted-R2 13.52% 10.90% 25.55% 47.48% 
Obs. 31,327 31,252 30,721 28,147 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
TABLE 9 (continued) 
Panel B: Estimation by Using Scaled 
Dependent Variable: MV _Scale 
Deflated by Total Assets Deflated by Total 
Revenue 
Variable Pred Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
Sign 
BV Scale + 1.139 (20.85) *** 0.940 (15.93) *** 
BV ScalexSENT 
- -1.099 (11.65) *** -0.889 (8.80) *** 
E Scale + 0.592 (4.75) *** 0.140 (1.07) 
E ScalexSENT + -0.270 (1.18) -0.040 (0.16) 
0\ SENT +I- 16.062 (51.92) *** 13.293 (41.08) *** 0\ 
MKTRET xBV Scale ? 1.193 (0.97) -0.306 (0.24) 
MKTRET xE Scale ? -6.868 (1.81) * -12.054 (3.07) *** 
MKTRET ? 30.853 (2.35) ** 28.689 (2.09) ** 
REV ? -0.133 (15.91) *** -0.162 (18.67) *** 
Adjusted-R2 10.08% 7.38% 
Obs. 120,303 85 ,737 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
0"1 
-....) 
TABLE 9 (continued) 
This table addresses the potential scale effect in the multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on the value 
relevance of book value and earnings. Panel A presents the results for firms with different sizes. Samples are divided into four groups 
based on firm size: column (1) includes samples in the bottom quarter of size distribution, column (2) includes samples in the second 
quarter of size distribution, column (3) includes samples in the third quarter of size distribution, and column ( 4) includes samples in 
the top quarter of size distribution. Panel B presents the results of deflated model, in which all of the variables are scaled by the value 
total asset at the end of the current fiscal year. 
In Panel A, the dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end (MV). In Panel B, the dependent 
variable is the marekt value of equity three month after fiscal year end deflated by total asset or total revenue (MV_Scale) . 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of fiscal year; E, income before extraordinary 
items for the current fiscal year; BV_Scale, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of fiscal year deflated by total asset or 
total revenue; E _Scale, income before extraordinary items for the current fiscal year deflated by total asset or total revenue; SENT, an 
average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end measured by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index 
between 0 and 1; the interaction of NB V and SENT and the interaction of E and SENT. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the current 
fiscal year; the interaction of BV and MKTRET and the interaction of E and MKTRET. All regressions are control for year fixed effect 
and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. ** *, **,*represent significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the indicated 
two-tailed tests. 
0\ 
00 
Panel A: Full Sample 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff {t-stat} 
1965-1973 
(1) 
BV + 1.67 (22.2 *** 
5) 
BVxSENT - -1.02 (8.29) *** 
E + 31.26 (54.3*** 
8) 
Ex SENT + 7.90 (8.31) *** 
SENT +I- 5.05 (0.3) 
MKTRET xBV? -48.00 (4.95) *** 
MKTRET xE ? 373.03 (5.01) *** 
MKTRET ? -315.44 (0.36) 
REV ? -0.04 (2.53) ** 
Adjusted-R2 74.54% 
Obs. 11 ,734 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes 
TABLE 10 
Sensitivity Analyses: Temporal Analysis 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Coeff {t-stat} Coeff {t-stat) Coeff {t-stat) Coeff {t-stat) 
1974-1982 1983-1991 1992-2000 2001-2010 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
0.47 (17.76) *** 0.09 (3.43) *** 0.30 (3.98)*** 0.67 (19.79) *** 
-0.51 (11.28) *** 0.72 (15.16) *** -0.63 (4.65)*** -0.33 (4.70) *** 
6.95 (44.59)*** 11.62 (71.5) *** 6.54 (13.18)*** 7.57 (35.15) *** 
3.16 (10.67) *** -6.85 (20.92) ** 12.69 (14.12)*** 1.87 (4.13) *** 
23.86 (1.96) * -45.28 (2.08) ** 277.37 (3.67)*** -143.42 (2.57) ** 
2.64 (2.48) ** -2.74 (2.65) *** -24.73 (9.08)*** 6.42 ( 6.67) * * * 
-4.75 (0.75) -31.85 (4.52) *** 117.22 (6.96)*** 44.10 (7.44) *** 
319.37 (1.12) 378.13 (0.95) *** 3194.79 (2.2)** -990.51 (0.99) 
-0.16 (29.73) *** 0.02 (4.69) * 0.10 (14.45)*** 0.05 (11.35) *** 
67.69% 66.95% 45 .72% 59.51% 
15,236 24,252 39,001 31,224 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
0\ 
\0 
TABLE 10 (continued) 
Panel B: S&P 500 Firms 
Dependent Variable MV 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1965-1973 1974-1982 1983-1991 1992-2000 2001-2010 
BV + -1.63 (13.41) ** * -0.08 (1.55) 0.92 (12.79) ** * 2.48 (6.81)*** 1.35 (22.27) *** 
BVxSENT 
- -0.66 (3.32) *** 0.58 (8.20) *** -0.80 (8.79) *** -2.33 (3.72)*** -:-0.40 (3.24) *** 
E + 32.82 (27.58) *** 10.96 (29.08) *** 5.03 (12.26) ** * -3.69 (2.33)* * 4.56 (16.88) *** 
Ex SENT + 5.77 (3.05) *** -7.19 (14.32) *** 2.71 (4.38) *** 34.71 (12.56)*** 3.95 (6.82) *** 
SENT +/- 189.09 (0.69) 265.42 (0.56) 651.93 (0.38) -7,219 (1.63) 3150 (0.85) 
MKTRET xBV ? -84.97 (4.86) *** -2.36 (1.30) 3.16 (1.73) * -73.58 (5.90)** * 9.79 (6.21) *** 
MKTRET xE ? 772.08 (4.73) *** 30.05 (2.36) ** -57.12 (4.69) *** 652.01 (12.35)* ** 93.51 (19.22) *** 
MKTRET ? -1 ,753 (0.31) -1 ,883 (0.60) -1 ,406 (0.24) -5987 (0.12) -83612 (2.88) *** 
REV ? -0.22 (7.52) ** -0.10 (11.28) * * * 0.01 (1.02) -0.13 (3.19)*** 0.19 (11.25) *** 
Adjusted-R2 82.64% 80.64% 73.49% 66.99% 78.92% 
Obs. 2,350 2,991 3,244 3,367 3,611 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on the value relevance of book value and 
earnings for the following periods: 1963-1973, 1974-1982, 1983-1991 , 1991-2000, 2001-2010. Panel A presents the results 
for the full samples. Panel B presents the results for S&P 500 firms only. 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end (MV). 
-....} 
0 
TABLE 10 (continued) 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of fiscal year; E, income before 
extraordinary items for the current fiscal year; SENT, an average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end 
measured by scaling Baker and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index between 0 and 1; the interaction of NBV and SENT and the 
interaction of E and SENT. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the 
current fiscal year; the interaction of BVand MKTRET and the interaction of E and MKTRET. All regressions are control for 
year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the 
indicated two-tailed tests. 
TABLE 11 
Sensitivity Analyses: Cross-Sectional Partitions 
Panel A: Distressed vs. Profitable firms 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Distressed Firms Other Firms 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff {t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
(1) (3) 
BV + 2.710 (18.77) *** 0.515 (23 .25) *** 
BVxSENT -1.846 (7.41) *** -0.207 (4.89) *** 
E + 1.080 (1.52) 7.639 (54.03) *** 
Ex SENT + 0.284 (0.22) 5.454 (19.61) *** 
SENT +I- 100.405 (0.57) 94.233 (1.28) 
MKTRET xBV ? 42.675 (14.42) *** 2.040 (2.95) * 
MKTRET xE ? 111.169 (5.20) *** 29.678 (6.89) *** 
MKTRET ? 105.308 (0.07) -1940.631 (3.23) *** 
REV ? 0.217 (6.63) *** 0.045 (15.34) *** 
Adjusted-R2 34.30% 53.53% 
Obs. 4,651 117 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Panel B: Dividend-paying versus Non-Dividend Paying Firms 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Dividend Pa~ing Firms Non-Dividend Pa~ing Firms 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff {t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
(1) (2) 
BV + 1.650 (32.95) *** 0.359 (14.05) *** 
BVxSENT -0.250 (2.67) *** -0.134 (2.73) *** 
E + 7.956 (26.38) *** 7.926 (48.37) *** 
Ex SENT + 8.738 (15.53) *** 4.567 (14.04) *** 
SENT +I- -83.500 (0.93) 281.978 (2.65) *** 
MKTRET xBV ? 16.665 (11.28) *** 0.660 (0.83) 
MKTRET xE ? 28.126 (3 .25) *** 29.291 (5.90) *** 
MKTRET ? -2007.224 (2.80) *** -2634.766 (3 .00) *** 
REV ? -0.084 (12.62) *** 0.068 (20.09) *** 
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Adjusted-R2 
Obs. 
Industry Fixed Effects 
Year Fixed Effects 
TABLE 11 (continued) 
42.03% 
51 ,069 
Yes 
Yes 
Panel C: Growth Industries versus Mature industries 
58.51% 
69,924 
Yes 
Yes 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Growth Industries Mature industries 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff (t-stat} Coeff (t-stat} 
(1) (2) 
BV + 0.712 (20.78) *** 0.538 (17.8) *** 
BVxSENT -0.150 (2.23) ** -0.342 (6.00) *** 
E + 5.238 (22.39) *** 9.382 (50.8) *** 
Ex SENT + 6.360 (13.58) *** 6.815 (18.93) *** 
SENT +I- 349.914 (2.65) *** -9.321 (0.1 0) 
MKTRET xBV ? 3.486 (3 .68) *** 6.438 (6.40) *** 
MKTRET xE ? 4.149 (0.57) 7.565 (1.30) *** 
MKTRET ? -2161.965 (1.89) * -2181.912 (3 .06) *** 
REV ? -0.097 (11.58) *** -0.001 (0.16) *** 
Adjusted-R2 66.37% 56.41% 
Obs. 23,081 68,728 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
This table presents cross-sectional analysis for the impact of investor sentiment on the 
value relevance ofbook value and earnings for the period 1965-2010. Panel A presents 
the analysis for distressed firms and other firms. Distressed firms are those who have 
negative net incomes for five consecutive years. Other firms are those who have at least 
one positive net income over the five years. Panel B presents the analysis for dividend-
paying versus non-dividend paying firms. Panel C presents the analysis for growth 
industries versus mature industries. Industry growth is measured by the cumulative 
growth rate of industry total asset from 1965 to 2010. The three industries that have the 
highest growth rate are classified as growth industries. The three industries that have the 
lowest growth rate are classified as mature industries. 
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TABLE 11 (continued) 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end 
(MV). 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of 
fiscal year; E, income before extraordinary items for the current fiscal year; SENT, an 
average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end measured by scaling Baker 
and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index between 0 and 1; the interaction of NBV and SENT 
and the interaction of E and SENT. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of 
fiscal year; REV, total revenue for the current fiscal year; the interaction of BVand 
MKTRET and the interaction of E and MKTRET. All regressions are control for year 
fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance 
at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the indicated two-tailed tests. 
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TABLE12 
Sensitivity Analyses: Alternative Measurement of Market Performance 
Panel A: Control for the Level of Market Performance 
Dependent Variable: MV 
Full Sample 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat) 
(1) (2) 
BV + -0.015 (0.52) 0.022 (0.78) *** 
BVxSENT -0.412 (9.80) *** -0.404 (9.62) *** 
E + 7.467 (41.45) *** 7.478 (41.54) *** 
Ex SENT + 4.765 (17.15) *** 4.880 (17.57) *** 
SENT +I- 140.490 (1.97) ** 142.083 (1.99) ** 
MKTP xBV 0.001 (29.83) *** 0.001 (29.89) *** 
MKTP xE 0.000 (2.01) ** 0.000 (1.67) * 
MKTP 0.655 (4.29) *** 0.618 (4.05) *** 
MKTRET xBV ? 1.510 (2.26) ** 
MKTRET xE ? 28.516 (6.86) *** 
MKTRET ? -1449.281 (2.53) ** 
REV ? 0.056 (19.88) *** 0.055 (19.53) *** 
Adjusted-R2 54.57% 54.64% 
Obs. 121 ,447 121 ,447 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Panel B: Control for GDP 
De[!endent Variable: MV 
Control for the level of GDP Control for the change of GOP 
Pred 
Variable Sign Coeff (t-stat) Coeff (t-stat} 
(1) (2) 
BV + 0.509 (23.76) *** 0.556 (25 .84) *** 
BVxSENT -0.172 (4.20) *** -0.204 (4.96) *** 
E + 7.654 (55 .59) *** 7.588 (54.87) *** 
Ex SENT + 5.120 (18.93) *** 5.224 (19.22) *** 
SENT +I- -61.588 (2.90) *** 10.682 (0.50) 
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TABLE 12 (continued) 
GDP ? 61.550 (33.37) *** 
GDP CHGE ? 975.587 (3.36) *** 
MKTRET xBV ? 2.978 (4.47) *** 2.666 (3.98) *** 
MKTRET xE ? 28.322 (6.76) *** 29.747 (7.07) *** 
MKTRET ? -293.657 (0.64) -765.416 (1.66) * 
REV ? 0.046 (16.10) *** 0.047 (16.51) *** 
Adjusted-R2 52.87% 52.43% 
Obs. 121,447 121,447 
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
This table presents multivariate analyses examining the impact of investor sentiment on 
the value relevance of book value and earnings for the period 1965-2010. I use two 
alternative measures of market performance: the level of S&P 500 and GDP. In Panel A, 
I replace three month cumulative market return by three month average S&P 500 price. 
In Panel B, I further control for the level of GDP and the GDP growth rate. 
The dependent variable is the market value of equity three month after fiscal year end 
(MV). 
The independent variables are: BV, the firm's book value of equity at the beginning of 
fiscal year; E, income before extraordinary items for the current fiscal year; SENT, an 
average of sentiment index three month after fiscal year end measured by scaling Baker 
and Wurgler (2006)'s sentiment index between 0 and 1; the interaction of NBV and SENT 
and the interaction of E and SENT. 
The control variables are: MKTRET, cumulative market return 3 months after the end of 
fiscal year; MKTP, average S&P 500 three month after the end of fiscal year; REV, total 
revenue for the current fiscal year; GDP, the value of GDP for the current fiscal year; 
GDP _ CHG, the growth rate of GDP from previous fiscal year to the current fiscal year; 
the interaction of BV and MKTRET and the interaction of E and MKTRET The 
interaction of BV and MKTP and the interaction of E and MKTP. All regressions are 
control for year fixed effect and industry fixed effect at 1-digit SIC level. 
All independent variables are truncated at 1% and 99%. * * *, * *, * represent significance 
at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for the indicated two-tailed tests. 
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